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Modification and characterization of adsorbent materials and CNTs  

for oil spill cleanup from water 
 

 

by 

Nour Abdullah Ameen Aljammal  

 

Supervisor: 

Associate prof. Dr. Juzsakova Tatjána 

Abstract 

In this dissertation, two methods were implemented for expanding the environmental 

applications of two unique materials; namely the Jordanian zeolitic tuff (RZT) and 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). From their discovery until today, these 

materials have been widely investigated for several applications. While much work 

has been devoted to investigating the scope of their possible applications as adsorbents, 

enhancing their properties to be tailored to specific purposes, as oil adsorbents for oil 

spills remediation are still needed for the full potential of this class of materials.  

The acquired knowledge of these materials and their characteristics have been essential 

for their application as adsorbents. The application of solid adsorbents for oil spills 

remediation has gained attention in recent times. This is due to the potential of this 

technology to minimize the danger of surface water spill or subsurface leakage of pe-

troleum/petroleum derivatives. However, this requires the development of novel solid 

adsorbent materials with significant selectivity, large adsorption capacity, and fast ad-

sorption coupled with excellent mechanical strength and the ability of regeneration. 

This work aimed to develop advanced oil adsorbents for the removal of hydrocarbons 

from surface water. Chemical modifications of RZT and MWCNTs are manifested 

either in the backbone composing the underlying structure or in the functionalities ex-

posed to the pore space and outer surface of the raw materials. Both approaches, mi-

croemulsification of MWCNTs and dealumination of RZT,  are investigated in this 

dissertation. As the hydrophobic properties are the primary determinants of effective 

oil adsorbents, the hydrophobicity of RZT was modified via dealumination by single 

acidic treatment (TZT). Thus, the acid treatments markedly changed the composition 

and surface area of RZT so that the intrinsic properties of the RZT microporous struc-

ture come into effect. Further treatment of the dealuminated zeolitic tuff was achieved 

by microemulsion technique (µETZT). The microemulsion method was implemented 

to modify the surface structure of MWCNTs by attaching a hydrocarbon tail on its 

surface. Activated carbon was used as benchmark adsorbent for performance compar-

ison.  

The structural and surface chemistry properties of the prepared adsorbents were stud-

ied by different surface analytical techniques such as Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

method, thermogravimetric analysis (TG), X-Ray diffraction (XRD), Raman-spectros-

copy, microstructure and morphology using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
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thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 

The hydrocarbon removal efficiencies of the unmodified and functionalized sorbents 

were examined by using total organic carbon analyzer (TOC), gas chromatography 

(GC), and UV-Visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) techniques. Different model hydrocar-

bon compounds were used for this investigation. 

The experimental results revealed that microemulsion as a type of surface functional-

ization solved one main issue regarding MWCNTs functionalization as it proved to be 

beneficial for producing hydrophobic adsorbent with keeping the high crystallinity and 

uniformity of MWCNTs surface and without the need of additional functionalization 

and substitution steps to attach hydrocarbon side chains. Using kerosene as a hydro-

carbon model compound, compared with raw MWCNTs, the maximum adsorption ca-

pacity of µMWCNTs increased by 63.5%.  The adsorption capacity over zeolite-based 

adsorbents, enhanced by three- and four-fold for TZT and µETZT, respectively. Ad-

ditionally, the outcomes indicated that the octane adsorption capacities of µETZT and 

µEMWCNTs reached up to 1.73 g/g and 6.07 g/g, respectively.  

The kinetics experiments indicated that the capacities of µEMWCNTs, TZT, µETZT 

for the uptake of hydrocarbon increased when the sorption time increased. Pseudo-first 

order, pseudo-second-order, and intraparticle diffusion were examined for kinetic 

studies of toluene adsorption over the synthesized adsorbents. It was  concluded  that 

the kinetic data could be well described by the pseudo-second-order model with a high 

correlation coefficient.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter outlines the background of oil spills and their remediation technique in 

section 1.1. The context and purposes of this research are elaborated in section 1.2. 

Section 1.3describes the significance and scope of this research and provides defini-

tions of terms used. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Oil spillage has always been seen as ubiquitous and central in several areas of the 

conventional and contemporary environment’s scientific interest. The world witnessed 

several oil spills accidents, which resulted in massive contamination of the water bod-

ies including the oceans, seas, lakes, and rivers (Aguilera et al., 2010; Chang et al., 

2014; Peterson et al., 2003; Toyoda and Inagaki, 2000).  

Oil spills are considered serious environmental catastrophes since they result in both 

immediate and long-term ecological and environmental damages (Peterson et al., 

2003; Toyoda and Inagaki, 2000). Moreover, oil contamination of the soils and geo-

logical layers threaten the underground water reservoirs. Since the oil products contain 

toxic/phytotoxic compounds, in particular, aromatic hydrocarbons, heteroatom-

containing compounds and occasionally heavy metals such as, e.g., arsenic, the con-

tamination of the waters exhibit high risks for the healthy and safe water supply 

(Ahmaruzzaman, 2011; Annunciado et al., 2005). As a consequence of the massive oil 

spill of about 210 million gallons in the Gulf of Mexico on 22nd April 2010 caused by 

the explosion at the Deep-water Horizon oil rig, both the accidental and deliberate 

releases of oil during production, transportation, and storage became a worldwide 

concern.  

Different types of oils and petroleum fractions exhibit different properties; therefore, 

the environment and ecosystems are influenced in several ways (Liu and Kujawinski, 

2015). The light oils and light petroleum fractions present major hazards as those can 

ignite or explode. Moreover, many light petroleum fractions, such as gasoline, 

kerosene, and diesel, are considered to have toxic potential, as well. The light 
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petroleum fractions can kill animals or plants after contact, and they are dangerous to 

human beings who breathe their vapours. The destructive effects of spilled oil on 

ecosystems and the long-term influence of environmental pollution alert for urgent 

solutions to improve the existed technologies for oil pollution cleanup.  

Due to the recent increase in oil contamination of water, the repercussions of oil expo-

sure on the environment have become an environmental concern. Thus, the treatment 

of oil-contaminated water is of top priority for many organizations  (EPA, 2018, 2015; 

WHO, 2008).  One of the most challenging decisions that oil spill responders face 

during a spill is evaluating the trade-offs accompanying with choosing the most 

appropriate remediation technique. Therefore, the type of spilled oil along with the 

propagation speed of the oil on the water surface influenced by water temperature, and 

weathering processes such as; atmospheric temperature, wind, and flow directions are 

very significant aspects of guiding the companies and authorities to decide on the pre-

eminent remediation techniques. For example, burning as a remediation technique can 

be used for the spilled oil with a high percentage of volatile compounds, while this 

method must be avoided if the spilled liquid is heavy oil, which burns poorly. 

On one hand, every effort should be made to prevent spilled oil from spreading, as 

removing oil from sand, rocks, and vegetation is difficult and costly. However, if it 

happened, then a combination of several remediation techniques must be used as a 

first-class and second-class intervention. Regardless of the effectiveness of the modern 

technologies used as a practical approach for petrochemical wastewater treatment 

(Guodong et al., 2015; Sepehri and Sarrafzadeh, 2018), the researchers keep looking 

for an efficient, environmentally friendly and cost-effective technology for oil spill 

remediation over large areas such as adsorption. 

In some cases, primary remediation technique such as manual removal via shovels and 

rakes can be used to remove the majority of heavy oil spilled or bituminous cuts as 

main remediation technique as this method has the advantage of minimizing waste 

generation but is labour intensive and relatively slow; thus, additional remediation 

technique is needed, as adsorption. It is, however, not always easy to decide what is 

the best combination for efficient spill removal. Nevertheless, it is believed that ad-

sorption can play a vital part in the remedial-actions combination. Adsorption can be 

used as (i) primary oil recovery for very small and limited oil spills in sea and spills 
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from tankers. Or (ii) as an integrated technique for another remediation process in 

which the sorbent can be used to clean up the final traces of oil spills on water surfaces 

or land (Fingas, 2016). Several factors influence the selection of appropriate 

adsorbents such as availability, cost, safe use, and regeneration of the adsorbent 

materials. Many other parameters governed by the structure of the adsorbents play a 

vital role in the cleaning process such as hydrophobicity (oleophilic properties), 

porosity, suitable pore size, and surface area. Adsorbents with the high surface area 

have proved to be highly efficient and versatile materials for oil removal from the 

water surface. Nonetheless, a small number of materials meet all these requirements 

for selectivity, adsorption capacity, adsorption rate, and recyclation. 

1.2 CONTEXT AND PURPOSES 

Adsorption is believed to be a simple, cheap, and effective technique for the removal 

of hydrocarbons from emulsified water. However, the synthesis of adsorbents with 

superior oil sorption performance remains a great challenge.  Moreover and as men-

tioned earlier that despite the many exciting and compelling recent developments on 

CNTs and clay minerals applications as adsorbents, sorption on a large scale is still in 

an immature phase. There is already a very considerable literature on the application 

of adsorbents for hydrocarbons removal from oil-contaminated water, and no doubt, 

its growth is set to continue. Hence, the novelty of this study arises from the possible 

enhancement of hydrophobic properties for natural zeolites and CNTs materials easily 

and cost-effectively. Since the rapid development in sorbent materials and innovative 

cyclic adsorption processes has become an essential separation process in many envi-

ronmental applications. At the outset, there would seem to be two different classes of 

question demanding attention, to justify the novelty of this work, on one hand, the 

reason behind selection above addressed adsorbents, and discern what kind of pre-

treatment and functionalization may enhance their adsorptive properties.  

The reasoning behind the selection of these two adsorbents stemmed solely from the 

outcome of a deep literature review of the existing oil adsorbents. Both adsorbents the 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes MWCNTs and natural zeolite have a unique structure 

and high specific surface area in addition to exceptional mechanical properties, rapid 
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sorption rates, high sorption capacity, and engineered surface chemistry. All this struc-

tural diversity has underscored its potential in water remediation processes, although 

fewer examples exist.  

CNTs as a new class of carbon-based adsorbents as it believed to hold remarkable 

positions in adsorptive materials for various reasons. For one thing, they provide chem-

ically inert surfaces for physical adsorption, as their high specific surface areas meas-

ure up to those of activated carbons (ACs).  

Clay mineral as zeolitic tuff was selected as one of the available outstanding porous 

material with crystalline aluminosilicate structure with several microporous and cavi-

ties of numerous sizes at regular intervals. Much interest has been shown for zeolites 

due to the controllable level of aluminium/silicon, and it is potential for numerous 

applications such as synthesis of the water softener. Zeolites’ sieving properties, func-

tioning at the molecular level, and their exceptional chemical, thermal and hydrother-

mal stability advocate that these porous materials may have technological potential as 

adsorbents in separation and purification processes in aqueous media. Furthermore, 

the availability of natural zeolites in many countries such as China, Jordan, Turkey, 

the United States, with considerable deposits, provides low-cost treatment such as the 

ion-exchange process. According to the U.S. Geological survey in 2019, the world's 

annual production of natural zeolite approximates 1,100,000 tons (U.S. Geological 

Survey, 2019). Further significant developments via chemical modification on zeolites 

and CNTs can enhance their adsorptive properties. Based on the literature review, there 

is an incentive to develop cost-effective and high performance natural and carbon-

based adsorbents for second stage removal of hydrocarbon from water (after mechan-

ical treatment). Knowledge gaps for this purpose were identified as follows (i) natural 

and carbon-based adsorbents have not been adequately developed and characterized 

for removal of hydrocarbon from water and (ii) implications of this work concerning 

physico-chemical properties of adsorbents are not extensively elucidated. 

It is noteworthy that at the time of compiling this thesis, no book had been published 

to date, which proposes an easy and cost-effective way for the preparation and charac-

terization of highly hydrophobic adsorbents. Therefore, this work has attempted to 

provide a detailed account of the preparation of highly hydrophobic adsorbents with a 

particular emphasis on the microemulsion of CNTs and dealumination of zeolitic tuff 
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as a state of the art modification techniques. To this end, the thesis has been sub-di-

vided into nice chapters. 

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE, AND DEFINITIONS 

This investigation aims to develop an effective, low cost, flexible, sustainable, and 

environmentally friendly adsorbent as a potential method for adsorbing hydrocarbons 

from oil-contaminated water. The efficiency of both adsorbents for the removal of 

several model hydrocarbons was further investigated by studying further physico-

chemical characteristics of the proposed adsorbents. The main parameters that influ-

ence hydrocarbon’s adsorption abilities are considered; thus, the main aims of the the-

sis can be given as follows: 

 To modify the surface of both adsorbents to increase the  hydrophobic prop-

erties,  

 To characterize both raw and modified forms, to determine whether the se-

lected treatment improves its selectivity properties or adsorption capacity, 

 Sorption models are to be studied to determine the exact mechanism of the 

sorption, 

 To identify the factors that affect the performance of adsorbents and affect 

the rate of adsorption, 

 To determine the applicability of several kinetic models, pseudo-first-order, 

second-order and intraparticle diffusion isotherms and to estimate the pa-

rameters characterizing the performance of the batch process
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter begins with a historical background for oil spills (section 2.1) and reviews 

literature on the following topics: remediation techniques (section 2.2); particular fo-

cus on adsorption as promising remediation technique (section 2.3); and introduction 

for the main sorbents used in this thesis including carbon-based adsorbent namely car-

bon nanotubes (subsection 2.3.1) and  natural zeolite-based adsorbent  (subsection 

3.2.2).  

2.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  

Crude oil spills in lands and seas have triggered an interest in devising environment-

friendly and economical methods to clean up oil contaminations; Table 1 presents the 

oil spill cases, which had been registered as a massive disaster.  Moreover, tanker spill-

age also considered as the primary source for water contamination, as over the last 49 

years, statistics for the frequency of spills higher than seven tones from tankers show 

a marked downward trend as illustrated in Figure 1 (ITOPF Limited, 2019) 

Table 1: The 13 largest oil spills in history (Moss, 2010). 

Case Date location Amount (m3×103) 

The Torrey Canyon 1967 Scilly Isles, U.K.  49-136 

The Sea Star  1972 Gulf of Oman 133.63 

Amoco Cadiz  1978  Portsall, France  261.2 

Atlantic Empress 1979 Trinidad and Tobago 340.69 

Ixtoc 1 Oil 1979 Mexico  529.96 

Castillo de Bellve 1983 Saldanha Bay 299.05 

Nowruz Oil Field 1983 Persian Gulf, Iran  302.83 

Kolva River 1983 Russia 317.97 

Odyssey 1988 Nova Scotia, Canada 154.07 

 Exxon Valdez 1989 Alaska 201.01 

 M/T Haven Tanker  1991 Genoa, Italy 170.34 

Arabian Gulf 1991 Kuwait 1438.46-1968.41 
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Figure 1: Location of spills >7 tonnes from 1970 to 2018 (ITOPF Limited, 2019) 

Scientists’ efforts of describing the ecological danger of oil spills and how such hy-

drocarbons affecting the environment and human beings have now reached a sophisti-

cated level; leading not only to the formation of new remediation technologies but also 

in developing existing technologies from several disciplines (e.g., physical chemistry, 

materials chemistry), where chemistry plays an indispensable role in solving this seri-

ous problem. Several techniques have been reported in spill response. Nevertheless, 

the effectiveness of each technique is influenced by several aspects, just as the 

properties and the amount of spilled oil, location, and time of the year.   Several kinds 

of research and projects have investigated a large number of experiments to assess the 

efficiency of different cleanup techniques. On a broader basis, oil spill removal 

methods are divided into three main categories: 

(i) Mechanical recovery. Where oil is contained in an area using a boom or 

natural barriers and removed using skimmers, gravity separation (Zhang et 

al., 2015). Flotation methods (dissolved air, column flotation, electro, and 

induced air) (Wang et al., 2010); ultra and microfiltration, reverse osmosis 

(Jian et al., 1999), filtration (ultra and micro) (Gryta et al., 2001); various 

flotation methods (Gapingsi et al., 2017) (dissolved air, column flotation, 

activated sludge treatment (Tong et al., 2013), membrane bioreactors (Gu et 

al., 2014; Masuelli et al., 2009; Shang et al., 2012), various materials such 

as skimmers, solidifiers dispersants are used.  
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(ii) Non-mechanical recovery where chemical countermeasures, basically 

dispersants, burning or bioremediation are used to degrade or disperse the 

oil layer, sorption, biological treatment, chemical coagulation (Fu and Cao, 

2011), electro-coagulation and coalescence and adsorption (De Gisi et al., 

2016; Hyung-Mln and Cloud, 1992; Nwadiogbu et al., 2016) .   

(iii)  Manual recovery. In which oil is removed using simple hand tools and 

techniques such as pails, shovels, or nets (Olalekan et al., 2014).  

As there is no general method which can be commonly applied to completely remove 

the oil from contaminated sites, the proficiency of each remediation technique requires 

information about the (i) composition of the crude oil/petroleum products and weather 

conditions, leakage quantity, sensitivity of the location and the toxicity of the 

chemicals.  However, the cleanup of heavy crude oil is challenging. The weathering 

or evaporation of volatiles may produce solid or tarry oil. The remediation of  medium 

crude oil spills is more difficult than the heavy crude oil and tends to infiltrate into 

porous media while the light crude oil (volatile oil) spreads rapidly on solid or water 

surface and penetrates porous surface (Ornitz and Champ, 2002).   

2.2 REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGIES 

As hinted earlier, oily water is usually treated by different physical, chemical, and 

biological procedures, various technologies for oil spill clean-up methods are illus-

trated in Table 2 (Behnood et al., 2013; Fingas, 2016; Jameel et al., 2011).  However, 

using one of these conventional treatment technologies is not sufficiently compelling 

to remove the suspended/emulsified oil from water. Thus, an environmentally and 

cost-effective spill response may require a combination of clean-up methods (Ivshina 

et al., 2015). Most of the conventional treatment technologies have several drawbacks, 

such as high operational cost and low efficiency to remove the suspended/emulsified 

oil from water (Ahmaruzzaman, 2011). Therefore, many precautions must be consid-

ered when selecting the appropriate remediation method. Knowing the precise infor-

mation of the oil spills is crucial in choosing a suitable remediation combination.  For 

example, if the oil spill is fresh, burning could be a fast solution, but the emissions of 

the toxic combustion products will create additional environmental severe problems 

(Fritt-Rasmussen and Brandvik, 2011). Another example can be given, the usage of 
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dispersants which considered one of the best way to remove oil from water surface, 

nevertheless the dispersants have harmful toxins of their own and can concentrate left-

over oil toxins in the water, where they can kill fish and migrate great distances. There-

fore, each of the many available oil remediation techniques addresses a somewhat dif-

ferent aspect of the problem. 

Table 2: Oil clean-up techniques 

 

Accordingly, the new technologies for removal of oil from oil-impacted areas should 

take into consideration the efficiency of any remediation method that varies with oil 

type, time, and location of the spill in addition to weather conditions of the spill’s 

place. It is worthy of mentioning that one method alone is not sufficient to remove 

spilled hydrocarbons up to the desired level, for example, Department of 

Environmental Quality in Wyoming permitted the water discharge into a dry ravine if 

the water contains less than 10 ppm oil in water (Doyle, D.H., Brown, 1997). A crucial 

possible complication during the selection of remediation process is the existing of 

aliphatic, alicyclic and aromatic compounds in oil-contaminated water; therefore a 

combination of various remediation techniques have to be used together to achieve  the 

acceptable level of hydrocarbon in the treated water (i.e., 20 ppm or less oil in water). 

These techniques may perform differently if it is implemented individually, but when 

applied together, thorough water treatment can be  achieved. Because of this, attention 

has turned to the adsorption as supportive technique. 

Method Example 

Physical Skimming and booming 

Wiping with an adsorbent material 

Mechanical removal 

Low-pressure flushing 

washing 

Stripping 

 Dispersants 

Chemical Demulsifiers 

Gelling agents, solidifiers 

Surface film chemicals  

In situ burning 

Natural Natural attenuation 

Biological Bioremediation 

Phytoremediation 
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Among physical techniques, the adsorption is a commonly used method (Al-Jammal 

et al., 2019; Al-Jammal and Juzsakova, 2017; Kong et al., 2015). Adsorption is a po-

tential remediation technique for hydrocarbon contaminated water (Alaa El-Din et al., 

2017; Bandura et al., 2017), owing to their outstanding hydrocarbon removal effi-

ciency, the possibility of regeneration, eco-friendliness, availability, and ease of ap-

plicability as well as economic feasibility (Ahmaruzzaman, 2011; De Gisi et al., 2016; 

Hyung-Mln and Cloud, 1992). Sorbents are commonly manufactured in particulate 

form for distribution over an oil slick or as sheets, rolls, pillows, or booms (Fingas, 

2016). Moreover, sorbents can be used as (i) primary oil recovery for very small and 

limited oil spills in sea and spills from tankers or (ii) as a backup form as integrated 

technique for other remediation process in which the sorbent can be used to clean up 

the final traces of oil spills on water or land (Fingas, 2016). This highlights the neces-

sity for efficient adsorbents and rational design for such treatment (Al-Jammal and 

Juzsakova, 2017; Kong et al., 2015; Teas et al., 2001). 

2.3 ADSORPTION  

Before studying the adsorption as one of the oil remediation techniques, some prior 

knowledge has to be presented.  Adsorption term was coined by the German physicist 

Heinrich Kayser in 1881 (Swenson and Stadie, 2019). Adsorption usually takes place 

when a fluid exposed to a porous material surface. At that moment, unsaturated and 

unbalanced molecular forces will emanate the interaction between the solid surface 

and the fluid. The solid surface tends to make the balance between the two surfaces 

and the boundary layer by attracting and holding on the fluid molecules on its surface 

and pores. Therefore, a higher concentration of the gas or liquid in the adjacent vicinity 

of the solid surface than in the bulk gas or vapour phase facilitates the penetration of 

this fluid into  the porous material (Bansal and Goyal, 2005). Adsorption remains dis-

tinguished from absorption by its limitation to the surface or interface of the sorbent; 

upon diffusion beyond the interface into the bulk of the sorbent (Swenson and Stadie, 

2019). Generally, sorbent materials can act either by adsorption or, less commonly, by 

absorption. In this context, the discussion will be on adsorbents as solid material and 

oil/water as the adsorbate. In adsorption, the oil is preferentially attracted to the surface 

of the material, whereas absorbents incorporate the oil or other liquid to be recovered 

into the body of the material, as illustrated in Figure 2. While absorption process allows 

https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/be%20exposed
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/emanate
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the oil to penetrate pore spaces in the solid material body as, shown in Figure 3  (Erdem 

et al., 2004). The majority of products available for oil spill response are adsorbents; 

few are true absorbents. 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the adsorption process in which atoms, ions, or molecules are 

adhering to the surface of the adsorbent 

 

Figure 3: Illustration of the absorption process, in which atoms, ions, or molecules 

entering the volume of the absorbing substance 

Many parameters governed by the structure of adsorbents play a vital role in the sepa-

ration process. The specific surface area, pore size, pore size distribution, and surface 

chemistry features of the sorbent are crucial factors that must be taken into considera-

tion for sorbent's selection/design in research and development work (De Gisi et al., 

2016). The hydrophobicity of the sorbents is also an essential feature since the sorbents 

should preferentially adsorb the hydrocarbons on their surface and must not adsorb the 

water (Deschamps et al., 2003; Hyung-Mln and Cloud, 1992; Kong et al., 2015; 

Nguyen et al., 2012). Additionally, high carbon or oxygen content bears some essential 

relation to the potential of adsorbent, but of lesser interest than other properties. In 
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general, the main characteristics of both adsorbents and oil types must be considered 

when choosing adsorbents for cleaning up oil spills. The suitable adsorbents must have 

the following aspects (De Gisi et al., 2016; Gedik and Imamoglu, 2008):  

(i) Rate of absorption: The absorption of oil is faster with lighter oil products. 

Once absorbed, the oil cannot be released. Effective with light hydrocarbons 

(e.g., gasoline, diesel fuel, benzene).  

(ii) Adsorption capacity/ Oil recovery (mass of pollutant adsorbed onto adsor-

bent per adsorbent’s mass) in a wide range of adsorbate concentrations. This 

feature related to adsorbents high porosity, uniform molecular-sized chan-

nels, and large specific surface area.  

(iii) Rate of adsorption: The thicker oils adhere to the surface of the adsorbent 

more effectively.  

(iv) Low cost of acquisition and does not introduce additional pollution into the 

environment, minimal waste generation 

(v) Ease of application: Sorbents may be applied to spills manually or mechan-

ically, using blowers or fans. Many natural organic sorbents that exist as 

loose materials, such as clay and vermiculite, are dusty, difficult to apply 

under windy conditions, and potentially hazardous if inhaled. 

It must be an attempt to adjust some crucial techno-economic data of the adsorption 

process to carry out scale-up experiments with possible economic analysis and per-

spectives of the use of green adsorbents (Guodong et al., 2015). However, there are 

indeed very narrow and somewhat limited numbers of materials that meet all the role 

adsorbents’ requirements in terms of selectivity, sorption capacity, sorption rate, and 

recyclability. 

To date, the synthesis of adsorbents with superior oil sorption performance remains a 

significant challenge. Several sorbents such as activated carbon, polymeric resins, 

agricultural wastes, fly ash, and zeolites have been used for water clean-up 

(Abdelwahab et al., 2017; Cretescu et al., 2015). Furthermore, the removal of hydro-

carbons from surface water has been widely studied by adsorption over powdered ac-

tivated carbon (PAC) and deposited carbon (DC) (Kong et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 

2012). Many studies and real application proved that the efficiencies of such sorbents 

https://www.epa.gov/emergency-response/types-oil
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are outstandingly good (Carmody et al., 2007; Maulion et al., 2015).  However, the 

efficiency (adsorption capacity) of each adsorbent is subject to several parameters such 

as: (i) the contact time; (ii) the ratio of sorbents to the oil-water emulsion, (iii) the type 

of surface modification of sorbents and more importantly (iv) hydrophobic properties 

(Ceylan et al., 2009; Nguyen et al., 2012; Site, 2000).  

Several researchers classified the sorbents into three categories as (i) synthetic poly-

mers (polyurethane, polypropylene, polyethylene, etc.), (ii) natural fibre materials (ag-

ricultural wastes) (Husseien et al., 2009), and (iii) inorganic minerals (bentonite, ver-

miculite, etc.) (Chen et al., 2016; Duong and Burford, 2006; Gui et al., 2011; Tu et al., 

2016; Zou et al., 2010) and carbon-based adsorbents (Dettmer et al., 2000). However, 

there are several drawbacks related to the conventional sorbents, e.g.: (i) their slow 

decomposition (Gui et al., 2011), (ii) high water uptake and low adsorption capacity 

towards the hydrophobic organic contaminants (Moura and Lago, 2009; Rajakovi and 

Rajakovi, 2008), (iii) clogging of pores which decrease the efficiency of the adsorbents 

(Suresh Kumar et al., 2017; Syuhada et al., 2017). All these drawbacks have triggered 

the development of innovative new super-hydrophobic and super-oleophilic adsor-

bents to overcome their limited application for oil spill remediation; additionally, it 

provoked many companies and research centres to further investments in research and 

developments to develop an outstanding adsorptive material for large scale applica-

tions (Chen et al., 2016; Duong and Burford, 2006), see Table 3. 
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Table 3: Adsorbents types and their properties 

Adsorbent Type Advantages Drawbacks 

(i) Natural fiber materials and organic Adsorbent (Green Adsorbents) 

Agricultural sources residues as lignin (Naseer et al., 2019); 

activated carbons after pyrolysis of agricultural sources 

(Abdul Khalil et al., 2013), natural fiber materials such as 

cotton fibers (Wang et al., 2013), corn stalk (Wang et al., 

2016) and nonwoven wool (Radetić et al., 2003). 

 Environmentally-Friendly (from abundant 

natural sources,  

 Biodegradable, non-toxic and                                                       

low-cost materials  

 Low sorption capacities and are mostly hydrophilic  

 Cost-potential makes them competitive 

 One of the disadvantages of the plant origin sorbent is its 

high-water absorption, which resulted in the loss of the 

sorbent buoyancy  

 (ii) Synthetic Adsorbent 

Synthetic polymers; such as polyethylene and butyl rubber 

polyurethane (Ceylan et al., 2009), polypropylene (Teas et al., 

2001). 

 The synthetic polymers are widely used due to 

their hydrophobic and oleophilic 

characteristics. 

 The synthetic polymers have very slow degradability, 

which makes them an environmental concern.  

 They are not naturally occurring as mineral products  

 

 (iii) Inorganic minerals  

Perlite, graphite, vermiculites, sorbent clay and diatomite 

(Adebajo et al., 2003), vermiculite (Adebajo et al., 2003), 

exfoliated graphite sepiolite (Bayat et al., 2008) and zeolites 

(Al-Jammal et al., 2019). 

 The high adsorption capacity of 3.5–4.0 g 

petroleum/g sorbent Can be regenerated. 

 Having a porous structure for these materials can actively 

absorb water that can be considered as its disadvantage, 

sensitivity to fouling and susceptibility to ageing 

processes 

 (iv) carbon nanotube adsorbents 

CNTs, copolymer consisting of modified multi-walled carbon 

nanotube (MWCNT) (Gupta and Tai, 2016) and magnetic 

carbon nanotube sponges (Gui et al., 2013) 

 Exceptional one-dimensional structure and 

large specific surface area. 

 Outstanding oleophilic and hydrophobic nature  

 Poor solubility and process ability restrict their 

applications.      

 Also, because of very fine particle size, working with this 

material is too difficult so that it is limited to laboratory-

based studies  
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In this work, the focus will be given to carbon-based adsorbent (MWCNTs) and 

inorganic adsorbents (zeolitic tuff) since they have generated a lot of attention as 

outstanding types of adsorbents due to their exceptionally high adsorption capacity for 

oil-water separation. Both materials have had exceptional success in academic 

applications, most notably in water treatment and petrochemistry, where the raw and 

modified forms of CNTs and zeolites have found widespread use, and have been 

pervasively studied in both academic and industrial laboratories. Their success cannot 

be assigned to a single cause, but rather to a number of favourable factors, which will 

be presented in the following subsections of this chapter. 

 Carbon nanotube-based adsorbents 

Nowadays, carbon-based adsorbents are in the focus of researchers for water/oil sepa-

ration. Such as carbon aerogels (Zou et al., 2010), carbon coatings (Gupta and Tai, 

2016), activated carbon (Maulion et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2013), graphene or carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) coated sponges, sponges (graphene foams) (Sultanov et al., 2017), 

porous carbon nanoparticles and carbon fiber (Zhu et al., 2013). All these materials 

have been widely investigated for water filtration, water/oil separation, oil-spill clean-

up, wastewater treatment, gas separation and purification (Gupta and Tai, 2016; 

Ihsanullah et al., 2015).  

CNTs in its several forms, such as (i) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and 

multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNTs), have generated a lot of attention as a new 

type of adsorbent due to their exceptionally high adsorption capacity. Since the intro-

duction of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 had earned a significant interest due 

to their exceptional properties and stability (Golnabi, 2012). Those materials have a 

unique structure and high specific surface area in addition to exceptional mechanical 

properties, rapid sorption rates, high sorption capacity, and engineered surface chem-

istry (Ci et al., 2007; Gui et al., 2010). All this structural diversity have underscored 

their potential in water remediation processes (Khosravi and Azizian, 2015; Pham and 

Dickerson, 2014). It is believed that the properties of CNT-water interface to be similar 

to those of the graphite-water interface. The latter is known to be strongly hydrophobic 

(Allen et al., 1999). Despite the many exciting and compelling recent developments 

on CNTs applications as adsorbents, sorption on a large scale is still in an immature 

phase, and the literature is somewhat coy in dealing with their functionalization.  
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To draw a concrete strategy for rationalizing the synthesis and implementation of 

CNTs as an adsorbent, it is important to understand their structure to find a suitable 

and effective way of modification to enhance their properties.  

Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical bodies, and each wall consists of carbon atoms bound 

by covalent links (Kaushik and Majumder, 2015). In practice, SWCNTs and 

MWCNTs are distinguished. The SWCNTs are graphite layers of cylindrical shape 

with diameters vary from 0.4 to 2 to 3 nm, and their length is normally of the microm-

eter range (Eatemadi et al., 2014). On the other hand, MWCNTs consists of several 

single-walled CNTs located concentrically, in which case the graphite cylinders are at 

a distance of 0.35 nm from each other. It should be noted that the inner diameter of 

MWCNTs diverges from 0.4 nm up to a few nanometres depending on the number of 

layers, while the outer diameter differs typically from 2 nm up to 20 to 30 nm 

(Eatemadi et al., 2014; Samadishadlou et al., 2018). In the case of MWCNTs, the con-

centrically cylinders layers are fixed by van der Waals bonds (Saifuddin et al., 2012).  

The functionalization of CNTs surfaces was envisioned by many researchers to en-

hance their chemical properties (Jeon and Chang, 2011). A wide range of functional 

groups can be used to decorate CNTs’ bodies, as being composed of backbone, func-

tionality can be attached to the backbone, or/and their pores’ environment (Figure 4). 

Functionalizing the raw MWCNTs imparts a wealth of properties that would not oth-

erwise be possible with current MWCNTs, this tunable feature of CNTs/MWCNTs 

places them as a good candidate for scientific research. The surface modification of 

the CNTs can be performed by attaching functional groups via covalent links or by 

van der Waals bonds (noncovalent links) (Le et al., 2013; Meng et al., 2009). The key 

approaches for the modification of CNTs falls into three categories: (i) the covalent 

attachment of chemical groups onto the π -conjugated skeleton of CNTs; (ii) the non-

covalent adsorption or wrapping with various functional molecules; and (iii) the endo-

hedral filling of their empty inner cavity (Wu et al., 2010). 

The first category allows access to a much wider range of CNTs’ functionalization 

techniques since in covalent modification, the desired functional group is attached to 

the sidewall or the ends of the carbon nanotubes (Karousis and Tagmatarchis, 2010), 

while in the case of non-covalent modifications, van der Waals force and π-π interac-

tions play an important role. It is worth mentioning that the non-covalent tuning of 
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CNTs is preferable for the enhancement of interfacial properties of the CNTs as it 

avoids the destruction of CNTs’ structure (Jeon and Chang, 2011) Figure 4. However, 

the most prominent interactions are between aliphatic C-H donors and aromatic π -

acceptors and interactions between aromatic C-H donors and aromatic π -acceptors. 

 

Figure 4: Modes of CNTs functionalization (Kim and Kotagiri, 2014) 

 

Commonly, the functionalization of CNTs performed by  attaching tailored chemical 

functionalities onto the sp2 carbon framework; such as OH, COOH, NH2 or many other 

groups that can promote the CNTs dispersion in a wide variety of solvents and poly-

mers and enabling their use in a wide range of applications (Hirsch, 2002). 

The lack of innovation in CNTs as adsorbents stems from several sources; one of them 

is to find a simple and easy way of functionalization. The type of functionalization of 

CNTs has to be chosen with a view to the intended use as a successful enhancement 

of CNTs’ properties depends on the effective outer/inner surface modification.  A con-

venient way of entering the detail of this subject is by summarizing the possible way 
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of functionalization.  Figure 5 illustrates some of the main covalent surface chemistry 

for the CNT functionalization.  

For example, fluorinated CNTs used as an efficient metal-free catalyst for the destruc-

tion of organic pollutants in catalytic ozonation (Wang et al., 2018). Another example 

is coating the CNTs with polyurethane, which has been widely used as a recyclable oil 

sorbent from oil-contaminated water, with high oil absorption capacity and outstand-

ing reusability (Wang and Lin, 2013). 

 

Figure 5: Surface functionalization of CNTs (Wu et al., 2010) 

 

In the field of oil-water separation, the hydrophobic character of adsorbent is one of 

the main criteria for choosing the functionalization method. Functionalization varies 

in difficulty but often adds a few steps to the preparation and substitution on MWCNTs 

surface. Lau et al. prevailed to develop superhydrophobic CNTs forests by modifying 
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the surface of vertically aligned nanotubes with a PTFE coating (Lau et al., 2003). Sun 

et al. used by p-phenylenediamine to functionalize the CNTs surface (Sun et al., 2014). 

Several preparations were also made in which hydrophobic properties were present in 

a laudable level to obtain its positive influence on oil separation (Ge et al., 2013; Gui 

et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2010).  

  

 Zeolite based adsorbents 

One of the earliest applications of natural zeolites is to tackle the problem of 

wastewater treatment (Margeta et al., 2013). This class of porous materials occur in 

nature and have been known for almost 250 years as aluminosilicate minerals. The 

discoveries revealed  several types of zeolites, such as faujasite, mordenite, offretite, 

ferrierite, erionite, and chabazite (Weitkamp, 2000). The term‘zeolite ‘dates to late 

1756 in which the Swedish mineralogist Baron Cronstedt in 1756 primed a quantum 

leap in understanding and investigating this material (Mastinu et al., 2019). Zeolite 

was created from two Greek words meaning ζε ώ )zéo)“ to boil”and λiθoς (lithos) “ 

stone,” which refers to certain silicate minerals that force out water when heated 

(Fuoco, 2012). Georges Friedel took the early lead through some studies to prove that 

zeolite is similar to an open sponge-like framework, after having observed the occlu-

sion of various liquids such as benzene by dehydrated zeolites. The outstanding pro-

gress in research and development of this porous material has been outlined since the 

1950s (Auerbach, 2003; Kesraoui-Ouki et al., 1994).  

After briefly recalling the history of this discovery of zeolites, it is essential to know 

the structure of the zeolite. Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicates hav-

ing a uniform pore structure and exhibiting ion-exchange behavior (Weitkamp and 

Puppe, 1999). Zeolite's structure characterized by a framework of linked TO4 tetrahe-

dra (T = tetrahedral atom, e.g., Si, Al) with O atoms connecting neighbouring tetrahe-

dral as shown in Figure 6. Each tetrahedron has either aluminium or silicon atom in 

the middle, and oxygen atoms at the corners, the tetrahedral are linked together through 

their corners in a three-dimensional arrangement (Auerbach, 2003). Their pore vol-

umes are typically between 0.10 and 0.35 cm3 g−1 and pore sizes, typically ranging 

from 0.3 to 1.0 nm. 
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Figure 6: Framework and extra- framework in zeolite 

 

This strong framework, in combination with the preference for the formation of rigid 

cages, renders zeolite highly robust porous materials, thus setting them apart from 

other clay minerals.  

For a completely siliceous structure, a combination of TO4 (T = Si) units in this fashion 

lead to silica (SiO2), which is an uncharged solid. Upon incorporation of Al into the 

silica framework, the +3 charge on the Al makes the framework negatively charged, 

and the presence of extra framework Al requires inorganic and organic cations to com-

pensate for the negative framework charge, within the structure yielding framework 

electrical neutrality (Auerbach, 2003). The basicity of ion-exchanged zeolites arises 

from the framework's negative charge. Therefore, the moderately high aluminium con-

tent of zeolite results in a substantial framework negative charge (Davis, 2003; Lercher 

et al., 2008). The chemical composition of zeolite can hence be represented with the 

following formula: Extra framework cations, framework, and adsorbed phase; 

𝐴𝑦/𝑚
𝑚+ . [(𝑆𝑖𝑂2)𝑥 . (𝐴𝑙𝑂2)𝑦 

−
]. 𝑛𝐻2𝑂. 

Where A is the cation with charge m, (x+y) number of tetrahedra per crystallographic 

unit cell, and x/y is the so-called framework silicon/aluminium or simply Si/Al ratio 

(Weitkamp, 2000). The source of negative charge on the framework of zeolite is re-

lated to the Si/Al ratio and the quantities of ion-exchanged cations such as K+, Na+, 

and Mg2+, which exist in cavities of zeolites (Munthali et al., 2015). It is well known 

that the negative charge of a zeolite not localized on one tetrahedron but is distributed 

over the entire framework of oxygen ions. The density of negative charge is naturally 

higher close to the aluminium tetrahedral (Roberge et al., 2002). It is worth mentioning 

that the possibility to manipulate the total charge of zeolite by chemical modification, 

synthesis, and post-synthesis can result in a huge range of hydrophilic/hydrophobic 
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properties of this material. This fact allow zeolite to be used in several applications as 

diverse as adsorption, catalytic reactions. 

Based on several studies on zeolite, zeolites can be successfully used in a wide range 

of application as catalysts and adsorbents, due to their well-defined structures, charac-

terized  by the compositional Si/Al ratio, framework topology and distribution of 

framework Al atoms in zeolites (Lami et al., 1993).  Main properties of zeolites like 

high adsorption capacity, ion exchangeability, molecular sieve properties, shape selec-

tivity, catalyzing action, thermal stability and resistance in different chemical atmos-

pheres brings researcher's attraction to zeolites, in addition of low cost that enhance 

the availability for large application (Li et al., 2017; Shaw et al., 2016; Weitkamp et 

al., 2004). Adsorbents derived from natural materials like zeolite are promising candi-

dates in the field of environmental remediation (De Gisi et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017). 

Those are widely used as effective adsorbents in water and wastewater treatment 

(Wang and Peng, 2010). However, the composition and source of the zeolite have a 

profound effect on the properties and subsequent applications. According to the Inter-

national Zeolite Association (IZA) Structure Commission, zeolites can be categorized 

in relation to the Si/Al ratio; i.e. low silica zeolites (Si/Al = 1-2), medium silica zeolites 

(Si/Al = 3-10) and high silica zeolites (Si/Al ≥ 10) (Csicsery, 1986). 

2.3.2.1 "Low" and "intermediate" silica zeolite adsorbent 

Generally, natural zeolite minerals (for example, phillipsite, chabazite) have been as-

sessed as appropriate agents for environmental clean-ups (Noor-Ul-Amin, 2014; 

Reeve and Fallowfield, 2018). Chen was the first researcher who suggested the utili-

zation of hydrophobic molecular sieves to remove hydrocarbons from the water sur-

face (Chen, 1976). Few works on the application of natural zeolitic materials in hydro-

carbon sorption have been investigated (Bandura et al., 2015a; Muir and Bajda, 2016).  

Bandura and co-workers conducted a review on the published works related to zeolite 

as oil adsorbent, and they concluded that the adsorption capacities of the zeolite group 

were in the range of 0.6 to 1.2 g/g. This variation is due to the difference in the structure 

and surface area of the used zeolite. In particular, synthetic zeolites exhibited higher 

sorption capacities for oils, while lower values of sorption capacities were obtained 

using natural zeolites  (Bandura et al., 2017).  
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The modified synthetic zeolites also show high efficiency for BTEX removal, and 

those can be efficiently used in as many as four adsorption cycles (Vidal et al., 2012). 

In a study on LaFeO3 doped acid-modified natural zeolites, it was suggested that the 

use of this material could be a promising heterogeneous photocatalyst for dye degra-

dation in wastewater treatment (Phan et al., 2019). 

2.3.2.2 "High" silica zeolite 

Over the years, research is progressively concentrating on hydrophobic pure-silica or 

high silica-containing zeolites as a feasible alternative for activated charcoal for the 

sorption of organic pollutants (such as volatile organic compounds). This kind of zeo-

lite surpassing that of all other classes of porous zeolite in several properties such as 

hydrophobicity. High silica zeolites have a unified structure with a defined pore size 

of 0.2-0.9 nm and a high specific surface area (Küntzel et al., 1999). This type of ad-

sorbents represents a privileged class of adsorbents for the removal of organic pollu-

tants from water surfaces (Jiang et al., 2018). The hydrophobic/organophilic character 

of high silica content zeolites has been long recognized  (Flanigen, 1980) and are 

widely used as effective adsorbents in water and wastewater treatment (Wang and 

Peng, 2010). As a salutary example, the synthetic high silica-containing zeolite Y has 

succeeded in removing 89% of organic contents from wastewater (Hosseini Hashemi 

et al., 2019). Their sieving properties, operating at the molecular level, and their ex-

cellent chemical, thermal and hydrothermal stability suggest that these materials may 

have technological potential as adsorbents in separation and purification processes in 

aqueous or wet media. Hence, silicates display a high degree of hydrophobic-organo-

philic properties and are capable of adsorbing hydrocarbon molecules from the con-

taminated water. 

It has been an article of faith in zeolite chemistry that aluminium/silicon content or 

(Si/Al) should be manipulated for the synthesis of material with specific properties. 

Different research groups have verified that the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio increases in various 

zeolites as the excess alkalinity decreases. It is worthy of mentioning that the degree 

of hydrophobicity of zeolites is directly dependent on their aluminium content or in 

their Si/Al ratio. Thus, one of the clearest desirable traits to modify zeolite is to ma-
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nipulate this ratio. A straightforward way to achieve this is via dealumination/desili-

cation of zeolite. However, the reduction of the aluminium content in zeolite will result 

in a reduction of its ionic charge and thus will decrease the zeolite polarity. 

Consequently, the hydrophobicity of the framework will be enhanced by shifting zeo-

lites’ adsorption affinity toward nonpolar molecules, like hydrocarbon, instead of polar 

substances like water (Malik et al., 2012). In contrary to the "low" and "intermediate" 

silica zeolite, the surface of zeolite with high silica content approaches a more homo-

geneous characteristic with an organophilic/ hydrophobic selectivity (Flanigen, 1980; 

Maesen and Marcus, 2001)  

Zeolites with high silica content are generally synthesized via direct synthesis or by 

thermochemical framework modification of zeolites using the dealumination process 

(Lutz, 2014; Maesen and Marcus, 2001; Roberge et al., 2002). The term “dealumina-

tion” refers to the removal of aluminium from zeolite frameworks by chemical reac-

tions resulting in lattice deficiencies Figure 7. Several dealumination processes have 

been developed over the years, such as (i) silylation process (Bokhoven et al., 2000; 

Campbell et al., 1996); (ii) modification with silicon hexafluoride (Ferey, 2002; 

Peixoto et al., 2003) (iii) chelating agents (Kerr, 1968); (iv) treatment with mineral or 

organic acids (Barrer and Makki, 1964; Jones et al., 2001); and (v) by steaming (Boveri 

et al., 2006; De Lucas et al., 1997). However, in its general use, it relates to a more 

complex process comprising the incorporation of other elements, especially of silicon 

into the transient framework vacancies left temporarily by the release of aluminium 

(Beyer, 2002).  
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Figure 7: Dealumination hydrolysis reactions (left) and desilication hydrolysis reac-

tions (right) (Gounder, 2014) 

 

Dealumination of zeolites could result in creating defects within the framework. Thus, 

it gives rise to significant variation in the surface area and micropore volume of the 

dealuminated zeolites. One could argue that not all zeolites have a similar structure, 

and dealumination may exhibit a very different behavior towards the various dealumi-

nation methods, and this is verified by several researchers (Csicsery, 1986; Müller et 

al., 2000). These modifications appear to be promising in the case of clay minerals and 

zeolites, for example, organo-clays and organo-zeolites display higher sorption perfor-

mance to organic compounds in water media than the raw materials. This conclusion 

has been anticipated to some extent by many researchers who worked with zeolite 

(Yonli et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2015). 
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Chapter 3: Research Design 

This chapter describes the design adopted by this research to achieve the aims and 

objectives stated in section 1.3 of Chapter 1, which summarized the modification and 

synthesis of the novel, inexpensive adsorbents that will reduce the cost associated with 

oil spills remediation. Section 3.1 discusses the methodology used in the functionali-

zation of adsorbents’ surface to enhance its hydrophobic properties, the stages by 

which the functionalization was implemented. Section 3.2 outlines the used materials 

and applied procedure for the preparation and analysis of the synthetic solutions used 

as a model sample for contaminated water. Section 3.3 details all characterization tech-

niques and justifies their use. Finally, section 3.4 lists all the instruments used to de-

termine the potential of adsorbent in terms of their adsorption capacities. 

3.1 METHODOLOGY  

For synthesis: the hydrophobic properties of zeolite were enhanced by two methods (i) 

dealumination (via acidic treatment) and (ii) dealumination followed by microemulsi-

fication. While the hydrophobic properties of MWCNTs were enhanced by micro-

emulsion only. Simple impregnation was used to modify the hydrophilic/hydrophobic 

features for both adsorbents. 

In the case of zeolite, the Si/Al ratio plays a crucial role in determining the hydrophobic 

properties of the zeolites. The main aim of dealumination processes is to increase this 

ratio by the removal of aluminium from zeolite frameworks, which in turn results in 

lattice deficiencies, while microemulsion was implemented to directly, decorate the 

surface of MWCNTs or TZT with a chain of hydrocarbon to enrich their hydrophobic 

properties and to increase the oil uptake capacity from the water. The prepared adsor-

bents were examined in batch experiments at fixed hydrocarbon-water emulsion vol-

ume and an appropriate amount of adsorbent. The resulting solution was tested to in-

vestigate the amount of remaining hydrocarbon after adsorption. 
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3.2 MATERIALS 

 Carbon nanotubes based adsorbents 

Raw (commercial) and modified MWCNTs were used for the experiments. Commer-

cial grade MWCNTs were purchased from Timesnano Ltd. (TNNF-6 type, China). 

From now on, commercial MWCNTs are referred to as untreated or raw carbon nano-

tubes. The purchased MWCNTs had a length of 5-20 µm; and 10-20 nm outer average 

diameter with a purity of > 95 and a specific surface area of 120 m2/g. 

 Zeolite based adsorbents 

Jordanian zeolitic tuffs are located at Jabal Aritayn (30 km North-East of Azraq), Tal 

Alshahba (20 km East of Al Safawi), Tal-Rimah (35 km North-East of Al Mafraq) and 

other small deposits can be found in the South Jordan (Tell Burma, Tell Juhaira and 

Wadi El-Hisa) and in central Jordan (Makawer, Al-Zara, Wadi Heidan, and Wadi Al-

Walah). The used sample in this work was obtained from Tall Hassasn deposits, Jabal-

Arityan, the southern part of Jordan. Usually, this kind of zeolitic tuff contains mainly 

Phillipsite-K mineral [(K, Na)2 Al8Si8O16.4H2O], forsterite, chabazite-K, quartz, hem-

atite, and sanidine. The chosen sample has a SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of 2.5. Table 4 illustrates 

the properties of Tell Hassan RZT (Yasin et al., 2015). 

Table 4. Properties of Tell Hassan RZT 

Properties Values 

Water absorption 8.53-10.8 % 

Colors grey, grey to brown 

Unit weight 1010 kg/m3 

Specific gravity 1.56-1.80 g/cm3 

Void ratio 17.54 

Pulse Velocity 3333-3564 (m/sec) 

Surface abrasion 27-28 

T.D.S 1250-1500 (mg/L) 

Elongation 11.09 

Flakiness 22.59 
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 Commercial adsorbents 

Commercial activated carbon adsorbents were used as benchmark adsorbent for the 

sake of comparison. AquaCarb activated carbons were purchased from EVOQUA Wa-

ter Technology Co. as it has a high microporous structure of coconut shell-based car-

bon, and it has excellent volatile organic carbon (VOC) removal capacity; moreover it 

exhibits a higher adsorption capacity than coal-based carbon for surface water treat-

ment. Such adsorbents have a density varying between 460 and 470 kg/m3 with a total 

surface area of 1100 m2/g with a mean particle size of 1.2 mm, and it is commonly 

used in industrial water and wastewater treatments (Chemvioncarbon, 2018). The ad-

sorption capacities of synthesized adsorbents were compared with commercially avail-

able activated carbon adsorbents, namely, Norit GAC 1240EN and Aquacarb 207C. 

 Chemicals and methodology 

3.2.4.1 Dealumination of zeolitic tuff 

Hydrochloric acid of analytical grade (37%) (Sigma Aldrich) was used for the pre-

treatment of raw zeolitic tuff. The raw zeolitic tuff (RZT) was crushed, ground, and 

sieved to obtain particles with 26-μm average particle size. After sieving, the precursor 

has been subjected to several processes, including washing RZT several times with dis-

tilled water to remove all soluble salts and dried in an oven at 105 °C for 4 h. The dried 

RZT was treated with diluted hydrochloric acid (16%), and the mixture was stirred 

with a magnetic stirrer at room temperature for at least 24 h. The treated material was 

then filtered by using a 0.41-μm filter paper (Whatman 41) to remove the aqueous 

yellowish acidic solution formed during the reaction of the dilute hydrochloric acid 

and associated minerals. The colour of RZT slightly changed; this change occurs due 

to the extraction of associated material and impurities. If the process does not proceed 

to completion of the required Si/Al ratio, a series of acidic treatments or use of stronger 

acidic concentration are suggested. This procedure, “ dealumination via acid,” is espe-

cially effective with the clay minerals. It is, therefore, at first sight, somewhat surpris-

ing that it has not been used more widely to prepare hydrophobic adsorbents. 

3.2.4.2 Microemulsion, chemicals, and preparation 

Raw MWCNTs and dealuminated/treated zeolitic tuff (TZT) and were treated by mi-

croemulsion according to the procedure described by Dantas and co-workers (De 
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Castro Dantas et al., 2001). In this method, saponified coconut oil (mostly lauric acid, 

CH3(CH2)10COOH, with some myristic acid, CH3(CH2)12COOH), used a surfactant. 

Coconut oil was saponified by standard procedure ASTM D-5558/1995 (ASTM 

International, 1995) to form CH3(CH2)10COO-Na+. After saponification, 10 m % of 

the surfactant was added to 25 m % of the aqueous phase (deionized water). The mix-

ture was then mixed with 40 m % of the co-surfactant (isoamyl alcohol, 99 % P.A.) 

and 25 m % of the oil phase (n-octane). It is must be noted that the choice of the oil 

phase is another element to control microemulsion nature. 

The mixture can be prepared in one-step by simply mixing the constituents as this is a 

matter of no importance, due to the spontaneous formation of microemulsions. Thus,   

the sequence of the addition of the components is not considered a critical factor for 

the preparation of the microemulsion, and of course, mixing time effects the latter pro-

cess as it can influence the period needed for microemulsion to reach the equilibrium 

phase. However, this time will increase if the co-surfactant is added to the organic 

phase since its higher solubility in this phase will prevent the diffusion in the aqueous 

phase (Vandamme, 2002). 

To prepare microemulsified adsorbents, 10 g of adsorbents and 20 cm3 of microemul-

sion were mixed and then dried at 65 oC for 48 h. The same procedure was followed 

to prepare µMWCNTs adsorbents. 

3.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ADSORBENTS 

The physico-chemical properties of the adsorbents were examined using several char-

acterization techniques to obtain information about the structural, chemical and surface 

properties of the prepared adsorbents such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier trans-

form infrared spectrometry (FT-IR), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Raman spectroscopy. 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used as a standard procedure to investigate the phase 

composition of the raw and modified adsorbents. XRD patterns were recorded at room 

temperature over 4-70° 2θ angular range with a scan of acquisition speed of 0.02o/sec 
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by a Phillips PW3710 diffractometer equipped with a Cu K source 

Å and operated at 50 kV, 40 mA.  

For zeolite-based adsorbent: a sample of 3 g was crushed and pressed into an alumin-

ium sample holder then inserted into the X-ray diffractometer. Each sample was meas-

ured for 1 h. 

For MWCNTs based adsorbents: Even though MWCNTs is considered as a non-crys-

talline material, its periodic structure results in distinct X-ray diffraction peaks 

(Oddershede et al., 2007). The identification of the phases in the samples was carried 

out  at room temperature over 4-70° 2θ angular range with a scanning acquisition speed 

of 0.02 o/sec. 

 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used conventionally to determine the elemental con-

centrations of the zeolite-based adsorbents. The samples were dried, ground to small 

particle size, and homogenized before XRF analysis. The sample powder was placed 

in the sample cup (diameter 32 mm x depth 14 mm) sealed by polypropylene film.  A 

hand-held XRF X-MET 5100 analyzer (Oxford Instruments, UK) was used with a sil-

icon drift detector (SDD) for in-situ qualitative analysis of elements ranging between 

Mg and U, between atomic number 12 and 92, respectively. Ten elements (Al, Si, P, 

S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe) were monitored and analyzed in samples. Each sample was 

scanned three times for 60 s. 

 Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FT-IR) measurements 

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic measurements were carried out by 

using a BRUKER Vertex 70 type spectrometer with a Bruker Platinum ATR adapter 

on the ground samples without additional sample manipulation. The spectra were rec-

orded in the range between 400 and 4000 cm-1 at a resolution of 2 cm−1 at room tem-

perature with a DTGS detector by averaging 512 scans. 

 Raman spectroscopy measurements 

Raman spectroscopy provides information on the structure of the prepared MWCNTs 

adsorbents. A Bruker RFS 100/S FT–Raman spectrometer equipped with Nd: YAG 

laser (1064 nm, operated at 30mW) and liquid nitrogen-cooled Ge-diode detector was 
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used in this study. The spectra were recorded by the co addition of 2048 scans with a 

resolution of 2 cm-1.  

 Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measurements 

The pore volume and pore size distribution measurements for both adsorbents were 

carried out by using ASAP 2000 Micromeritics equipment. For zeolite-based adsor-

bent, the specific surface area, pore-volume, and pore size distribution in the micropore 

(1.7–2 nm), mesopore (2–50 nm), and the macropore (50–100 nm) diameter ranges 

were determined by nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms. Samples with a weight 

of 0.5–1.0 g were outgassed in vacuum at 105 °C before using it for the experiments. 

Pre-treatment of each sample was stopped when the vacuum reached a value of less 

than 10 µmHg. 

The surface areas of the samples were determined by the BET (Brunnauer–Emmett–

Teller) method from the corresponding nitrogen adsorption isotherms. The pore size 

distribution and volume values were calculated from the nitrogen desorption isotherms 

using the BJH (Barret–Joyner–Halenda) model. The BET specific surface area of the 

MWCNT and µEMWCNT samples were determined at -196 °C with nitrogen sorp-

tion/desorption, the samples were outgassed for 8 h at 300 °C before the measurements 

to remove the adsorbed moisture and contaminations from the surface.  

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

measurements 

The surface morphology and chemical composition of MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

samples were investigated by Philips XL 30 ESEM scanning electron microscope 

combined with Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyzer. An accelerating voltage of 

20 kV was used for the analyses. The magnifications of 100x and 300x allow to obtain 

the images in a 100 and 200 μm scale, respectively. The powder samples were fixed 

on a carbon holder by double-sided adhesive tape then samples were studied in vacuum 

900 µHg (1.2 mBar). 

Records were taken on the particle surface, and simultaneous quantitative and qualita-

tive electron probe microanalyses were carried out. The elemental analysis on speci-

men surface was performed in the so-called spot mode. In this case, the diameter of 

the microprobe beam was about 20 nm. The spot mode analysis was carried out for 3 
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points of the same sample. The average concentration of the elements was determined 

by using surface area scanning mode. In this case, the electron beam penetrated to 

about 1.6–2.1 μm sample layer depth. 

 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements 

Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements were 

carried out in a Derivatograph-C type thermoanalytical instrument (Hungarian Optical 

Works, Hungary). The samples were heated in an open ceramic crucible with 5 °C/min 

heating rate in a static air atmosphere. 

The thermal stability of the prepared adsorbents was obtained from thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) as it can measure the changes in the physical and chemical properties 

whilst increasing temperature constantly. Moreover, the grafting rate of microemul-

sion on adsorbents’ surfaces was estimated using the difference of the mass loss be-

tween raw and modified material during the thermal treatment. 

3.4 OIL ADSORPTION TESTS 

The adsorption capacities were evaluated using several methods such as (i) classical 

standard (i) Westinghouse method, (ii) Total organic carbon (TOC) analyzer, (iii) gas 

chromatography (GC), and (iv) ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis).  Selection 

of analysis technique depends on the type of hydrocarbon model (octane- n-C8H18 95 

%, decane- n-C11H24, 99 %, dodecane- n-C12H26, 99 %, toluene- C6H5-CH3, 99.5 % 

and kerosene) 

 Feedstock solution preparations and adsorption tests 

Typical hydrocarbons present in produced/spilled oil-contaminated water include ali-

phatic, alicyclic, and aromatic compounds. Accordingly, several hydrocarbon models 

were used for the adsorbents examination. It is worth mentioning that each hydrocar-

bon model was treated and analyzed with a suitable technique. Table 5 presents a sum-

mary of the performed experiments. 
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Table 5: Summary of the performed batch experiments  

Method/oil 
Carbon con. 

 (mg C/L) 

Batch 

vol.(ml) 

Adsorbent wt.,g 

Zeolite based 
CNTs 

based  

Classical method 

Toluene (C6H5-CH3) anhydrous, 99.8% - 1.5  1.5  

Octane (n-C8H18) anhydrous, ≥99% - 1.5  1.5 

Dodecane (n- C12H26) anhydrous, ≥99% - 1.5  1.5  

Undecane (n-C11H24) anhydrous, ≥99% - 1.5  1.5  

Kerosene (n-C10-C16) - - 1.5  - 

Distilled water Pure - 1.5  - 

  TOC                                                                                                                         

Octane (n-C8H18) 475-500  100  0.5  0.01 

Undecane (n-C11H24) 

+SAS and SLES)  
500  100  0.5  0.01 

GC1 

Kerosene (n-C10-C16) 560  250  1  0.01 

Undecane (n-C11H24) 500  250  - 0.01 

UV-Vis 

Toluene 450-550  100  1  0.01 

3.4.2.1 Adsorption protocol of kerosene - water solution 

The commercially available kerosene (EU number: 649-423-00-8, MOL Co.) was fur-

ther purified. The obtained kerosene cut contained only alkanes from C10 to C16, and it  

was used for the preparation of kerosene-water mixtures. The kerosene cut had a boil-

ing point range of 174–287 °C, with a density of 0.800 g/mL. The solutions were 

prepared in a glass flask by adding 175 µL kerosene to 250 mL distilled water, result-

ing in a kerosene solution with a carbon concentration of 560 mg/L. The model solu-

tions were mixed for 10 min using magnetic stirrer followed by adding the adsorbent 

in an amount of 100 mg. Then the solutions were kept under continuous mixing for an 

additional 30 min at room temperature. The adsorbent was separated from the solution 

with S1 porous glass filter having a pore size of 100–160 μm. The filtered water solu-

tion was taken for the extraction step, to prepare the sample for the determination of 

                                                 

 
1 Higher volume used due to extra extraction step needed before GC analysis  
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hydrocarbon content by gas chromatographic (GC) method according to Hungarian 

Standard MSZ 1484-7 (MSZ, 2009). 

3.4.3.1 Adsorption of pure hydrocarbon - water solutions 

The stock hydrocarbon-water solution was prepared by using as model hydrocarbon; 

undecane, octane, toluene, and dodecane in range of 450-550 mg C/L. Distilled water 

and surfactants (sodium salt of secondary-alkane-sulfonate (SAS) or sodium-lauryl-

ether-sulfate (SLES) solution was prepared. About 5 m % surfactant calculated for the 

hydrocarbon content was added into the hydrocarbon-water mixture to stabilize the 

emulsion. The solutions were kept closed and shaken at a speed of 600 rpm for 1 h. 

Then, the solutions were kept under sonication for 5 min before use. 

TOC and UV-Vis analysis were carried out at fixed hydrocarbon-water emulsion vol-

ume (100 mL) containing hydrocarbons, while GC analysis was carried out with 250 

ml. Adsorbents were added at optimum dosage, whereas all experiments were con-

ducted at room temperature. The model solutions were mixed for 10 min using mag-

netic stirrer followed by adding the adsorbent in an amount of 100 mg.   

The dosage of zeolite-based adsorbent was varied from 0.03 to 1 g to find the optimal 

value for maximum removal of hydrocarbon from water. Regarding carbon-based ad-

sorbent, only 10 mg dosage of MWCNTs adsorbent was used to examine the 

MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs adsorption capacities. The samples were agitated using a 

mechanical shaker at a fixed agitation speed of 300 rpm. 

 Instruments and protocols used for the analysis of hydrocarbon concen-

tration measurements in water 

The following analytical techniques were used to determine the hydrocarbon removal 

efficiency of the adsorbents from hydrocarbon-water mixtures:  

 Classical Westinghouse method of absorbability;  

 Total organic carbon analyzer (TOC);  

 UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis); and 

 Gas chromatography (GC). 
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3.4.4.1 Classical Westinghouse method of adsorption  

Naturally, primary attempts to investigate the hydrocarbon adsorption from the water 

had employed the simplest classical method. The classical Westinghouse method of 

absorbability developed by Muir and co-workers (Muir and Bajda, 2016) was used for 

this purpose. This test based on oil recovery/ water uptake at room temperature (25±2 

oC) to indicate the performance of sorbents. The adsorption test consisted of adding 

drops of hydrocarbon compounds to the dry zeolite sample with a known weight (1.5 

g) until the point of maximum saturation was reached. The moment when the next drop 

of hydrocarbon compound flowed over the sorbent (i.e., the liquid was not absorbed) 

was considered to be the end of the experiment. As the deep cavities are filled, mole-

cules have to diffuse through a large number of intercrystalline pores to find suitable 

empty cavities. Once the cavities are filled, then molecules being adsorbed in cavities 

near the outer surface. It is to be noted that, in this test, pure hydrocarbons were used 

instead of the hydrocarbon-water model. The sorption percentage was determined by 

comparing the weights of the samples before and after the sorption of hydrocarbon 

compounds.  

3.4.4.2 Protocol for samples analysis via total organic carbon analyzer (TOC)   

The hydrocarbon concentrations were measured by using a combustion type TOC an-

alyzer (Elementar, model Vario TOC SELECT; detection range of 4 mg/L to 40 000 

mg/L). Initially, all the glassware was washed with 2 % nitric acid and ethanol to re-

move all the impurities and to avoid any further adsorption of dust or particles from 

the air. Three samples from the treated solution were taken for the initial concentration 

measurements, and average values are reported here. For final concentration measure-

ment, 40 mL samples were taken at each time interval for TOC measurement. At each 

test, the system was calibrated using an appropriate IC (inorganic carbon) and TC (total 

carbon) standard solutions. For quality control, blank samples, as well as TC and IC 

samples, were also tested. All the experiments were performed in triplicate, and the 

average values are reported. The measured values were all within the range of ± 3%. 

3.4.4.3 Protocol for samples analysis via UV-Vis spectrophotometric  

Toluene was selected as a model hydrocarbon for the UV-Visible spectroscopic studies 

since this technique is suitable for the identification of aromatic hydrocarbons in water. 
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The ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry (UV-Vis) using a deuterium lamp can be 

used for the determination of the aromatic hydrocarbon content of water samples. Ni-

colet Evolution 500–UV-Visible double beam spectrometer (Thermo Electron Co.) 

with 1 cm quartz cuvette was used with measuring a range of 230-400 nm wavelength 

and equipped with single photomultiplier to detect the aromatic hydrocarbon content 

of the waters. The preparation of the model toluene-water mixture was the same as 

given earlier. The surfactant was used in 5% to stabilize the hydrocarbon-water emul-

sion. After 30 min of running the adsorption test, the adsorbent was separated by fil-

tration, and the organic phase (aromatic hydrocarbon) was extracted from the filtrate 

by cyclohexane (99.99%, Reanal Ltd.), and the extract was dried over sodium sulfate. 

Quartz cuvette was used for spectrometric investigation of the obtained sample.  

3.4.4.4 Protocol for samples analysis via gas chromatography (GC) 

The liquid samples were analyzed by Agilent, GC 7890A type Gas Chromatograph 

with a J&W HP-5 type capillary column (30 m x 0.320 mm, 0.25 µm film thickness). 

Flame-ionization detector (FID) was used for the analysis. As mentioned earlier, the 

determination of hydrocarbon content by gas chromatographic (GC) method was car-

ried out according to Hungarian Standard MSZ 1484-7 (MSZ, 2009).  

It is worthy of mentioning that the samples needed some treatment steps before per-

forming GC analysis. Therefore, before the extraction with hexane, 1-chloro-octade-

cane standard was added to the sample to determine the recovery efficiency of the 

hydrocarbons. The kerosene-water solution was extracted two times, with 15 mL hex-

ane. The collected hexane fraction was dried with Na2SO4 powder. The blank solution 

was prepared in the same method without adding adsorbent. Kerosene standard was 

prepared by dissolving 175 µL kerosene in 25 mL hexane to determine the manipula-

tion efficiency of the kerosene–water sample. An internal/injection standard was added 

to the 25 mL hexane solution, and an aliquot of 2 µL was injected into the gas chro-

matograph. An injection standard, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, was used for control of the 

GC analysis. 

In the next two chapters, the results obtained from characterization and adsorption tests 

of carbon nanotube-based adsorbents and zeolite-based adsorbents will be presented. 
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The results and discussion will be given as per the type of adsorbents (i) carbon nano-

tube-based adsorbents and (ii) zeolite-based adsorbents. The final conclusions will be 

presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4: Results of MWCNTs based ad-

sorbents 

The detailed results of physico-chemical characterizations of the synthesized adsor-

bent, adsorption experimental results, and outcome of carbon residue analysis are pre-

sented and discussed in this chapter.  

4.1 CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS OF CARBON-BASED 

ADSOEBENTS 

The formation of a new kind of bond, not present in the raw MWCNTs material was 

confirmed by FT–IR spectroscopy, while thermal analysis (thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) gives information whether the surface functionalization was successful or not. 

XRD helped to determine the crystalline structure of the prepared adsorbent. The in-

corporation of new elements was assessed by means of energy-dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy (EDX) and scanning electron spectroscopy (SEM). 

 Results of the SEM and TEM investigations 

The TEM and SEM images of the raw MWCNTs are given in Figure 8, Figure 9, and 

Figure 10, as provided by the manufacturer. 

 

Figure 8: The transmission electron microscopic (TEM) record of the MWCNTs 

(By courtesy of the MWCNTs manufacturer) 
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Figure 9:  The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) record of the MWCNTs (by 

courtesy of the MWCNTs manufacturer) 

 

 

Figure 10: The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) record of the MWCNTs 

 

Based on Figure 8-Figure 10, it can be seen that the MWCNTs are molecular size 

tubes, which are approximately 10,000 times thinner than the human hair. The 

MWCNTs consist of rolled-up sheets, in which case the primary building units are 
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hexagonal carbon formations.  Figure 9 illustrates the MWCNTs without contamina-

tion. The SEM record taken by the author (Figure 10) were in consistent with the one 

offered by the manufacturer. SEM and TEM analyses revealed interesting morpholog-

ical features in the Timesnano MWCNTs as it had a mixture of smooth-walled nano-

tubes with continuous hollow cores that were mainly bundles and ropes that can indi-

vidually be seen. For µEMWCNTs, Figure 11 b and d showed that microemulsification 

created thicker tubes.  High magnification SEM images of this sample show the indi-

vidual thicker tubes, which are attributed to the oil/water interface, which essentially 

acts as a site for the tubes’ walls to aggregate and coalesce. 

 

Figure 11: The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) record of the (a) Raw MWCNTs, 

(b) µEMWCNTs at magnification: x 20.000 and (c) Raw MWCNTs, (d) µEMWCNTs 

at magnification: x 40.000 
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 Results of the morphological measurements 

The specific surface areas and pore size distributions of samples MWCNTs and 

µEMWCNTs were studied and are presented in Table 6. In the case of the MWCNTs 

sample, the measurements were carried out at 30 and 160 °C as well, and it was 

concluded that no significant difference could be observed between the samples, which 

were pre-treated at different temperatures. This means that the pre-treatment tempera-

ture does not influence the pore size distribution and the specific surface area. It can 

be seen that there is a significant decrease in the BET specific surface area of the 

modified sample compared to the original one as it was  ~155-156 m2/g MWCNTs and 

for µEMWCNTs reached up to 98 m2/g.  

Table 6: Nitrogen adsorption results of samples MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

Sample and 

Pre-treatment temp. 

SBET 

(m2/g) 

SBJH 

(m2/g) 

Smicro 

(m2/g)2 

S1.7-300 

(cm3/g)3 

Smicro 

(cm3/g)4 

Dav 

(nm) 

MWCNTs, 30 °C 155 159 14.7 0.7781 0.0067 13.1 

MWCNTs, 160 °C 156 158 15.2 0.6847 0.0069 12.5 

µEMWCNTs, 65 °C  98 110 0 0.7026 0 18.3 

 

It was concluded that the pore structure did not change significantly by the 

functionalization of the MWCNTs. The BJH specific surface area of the µEMWCNTs 

was 110 m2/g, while the BJH specific surface area of the untreated MWCNTs was 158 

m2/g. As a result of the surface treatment/functionalization, the pore volume of the 

µEMWCNTs decreased, and the pore diameters increased (Figure 12). In the case of 

the untreated samples, the pore diameter of the MWCNTs was 12-13 nm, while the 

pore diameter of µEMWCNTs was 18.3 nm. In addition to this, it was also observed 

that the micropores have disappeared after the microemulsion treatment (Figure 12 and 

Figure 13). This can be attributed to the attached hydrocarbon chain, which covered 

                                                 

 
2 The specific surface area of micropores (< 2 nm) 
3 Pore volume according to Barrett, Joyner and Halenda (BJH) theory for pores having a diameter 

between 1.7 and 300 nm 
4 Volume respectively of micropores (< 2 nm) 
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the MWCNTs surface. The smallest pores (~2.7 nm) are filled with the  compounds 

used  during the functionalization of the MWCNTs. 

As a consequence of the surface treatment/functionalization, the pore volume of the 

µEMWCNTs decreased, and the pore diameter increased. BJH pore distribution plot 

shows two maxima at ~2.7 nm and at ~40 nm in the mesoporous region, which can be 

attributed to inner and outer pore diameters. Li et al. (Li et al., 2004) observed a little 

bit higher inner pore diameter for  MWCNTs (3.3 - 3.5 nm), and it can be due to the 

openings between the walls of the MWCNTs that are formed when they twist together 

tightly. Pores having a width between 20-60 nm are present in a higher amount in the 

investigated samples (Figure 13). 

The BET and BJH surface areas for all investigated samples are quite similar, 

indicating the uniform  occurrence of tubular pores in the carbon nanotubes before and 

after the microemulsion modification (Table 6). These results show good agree-

ment with the published work related to the characterization of MWCNTs from a dif-

ferent manufacturer (Birch et al., 2013). The adsorption and desorption isotherms of 

the MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs are shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 12: Cumulative mesoporous volume distribution of MWCNTs 
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Figure 13: Logarithmic pore volume distribution of MWCNTs calculated based on the 

BJH theory 

 

Figure 14: Adsorption and desorption isotherms of MWCNTs 

 

All samples exhibited an IV type of isotherms (Sing, K et al., 1985). The presence of 

a hysteresis loop of type HI is an indication of capillary condensation and presence of 
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meso- and macropores of regular shape (Sing, K et al., 1985). Also, it is an indication 

of the existence of non-capped pores of carbon nanotubes (Gheorghiu et al., 2014).  

The observed weight losses of the MWCNTs sample at 30 °C and 160° C pre-treat-

ments under vacuum were 0.21 and 0.32 m %, respectively. A similar mass loss value 

was observed for µEMWCNTs at pretreatment at 65 °C under vacuum. The mass loss 

is an indication of the desorption of the adsorbed gases/components from the surface 

of the sample. This result is in agreement with the results of the thermoanalytical in-

vestigations listed in Section 4.1.4, where mass losses up to 200 °C temperature were 

less than 0.5 m % for both samples, and the decomposition of MWCNTs started above 

500 °C.  

 Results of the XRD investigations  

X-ray diffraction investigations were carried out on the MWCNTs and the µEMWCNTs 

samples to determine the crystalline structures of the carbon nanotubes.  

 

Figure 15: XRD patterns of MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs samples 

 

As can be seen in Figure 15, two main characteristic peaks at 2 = 25.3° and ~ 43° can 

be observed. MWCNTs can be formed from rolled graphene sheets with their inter-

layer distance similar to that of graphite (d(002)=0.335nm) (Yusa and Watanuki, 2005).  
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The most intensive peak appears at 2 = 25.3°, and it can be attributed to (002) plane 

of the single graphene layer of hexagonal structure with a d-spacing interlayer distance 

of 0.352 nm (Ovejero et al., 2006). This graphene sheet distance remains almost the 

same, even in the case of µEMWCNTs (d(002) = 0.350 nm). The second main peak with 

two maxima at 2θ ~ 43° is observed for both samples, and it can be due to the reflec-

tions of the diffraction sheet of the nanotubes (100) and (101). This peak shows the 

reflection within the graphene hexagonal layer (Rebelo et al., 2016). 

 Thermoanalytical investigations  

The composition of the µEMWCNTs was determined by elemental analysis and ther-

mal analysis using a combined TG-DTG-DTA technique. The measurements were car-

ried out in argon flow to determine the thermal stability, purity of MWCNTs, and to 

investigate the effect of emulsification. The decomposition curves of MWCNTs and 

µEMWCNTs are given in Figure 16, while the mass loss data are summarized in Table 

7. 
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Figure 16: TG and DTG curves of samples MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

 

In Figure 16, a single major mass loss step (480-720 °C, Δm= -96.59 m %) is observed 

for the MWCNTs sample, which is typically in the decomposition temperature range 

of MWCNTs (Lehman et al., 2011). At 1000 °C, the total mass loss of 100 % indicates 

that there is no metal catalyst residue present in the sample used during the production 

of MWCNTs by the CVD method (Hirsch, 2002).  

Two major mass loss steps can be observed on the DTG curve for the µEMWCNTs. 

The step between 200 °C and 376 °C can be attributed to the loss of adsorbed myristic 

and lauric acid (Δm= -7.04 m %). The decomposition of the µEMWCNTs can be 
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observed between 376 and 575 °C (Δm= -84.89 m %) (Table 7). The significant de-

crease in the decomposition temperature indicates a functionalized surface and/or the 

structural defect sites in the µEMWCNTs sample (Lehman et al., 2011). Up to 1000 

°C, the overall mass loss is 94.49 m %, while the residual mass is 5.51 m %. This latter 

figure can be explained due to the presence of pollutants introduced during the micro-

emulsion modification. 

Table 7: Mass loss data of samples MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs during thermoana-

lytical studies 

 

Sample Tstart 

(°C) 

Tmax 

(°C) 

Tend 

(°C) 

Mass loss 

step 

(m/m%) 

Reason of step  

MWCNTs 

24 - 200 0.49 Water desorption 

480 675 720 96.59 MWCNTs decomposition 

720 - 1000 0.79 Loss of residual carbonaceous 

materials Sample mass: 4.276 

mg 

      Total mass loss: 100% 

μEMWCNTs 

22 - 200 0.36 Water/adsorbed microemulsion 

desorption 

200 310 376 7.04 Adsorbed microemulsion de-

composition 376 507 575 84.89 MWCNTs decomposition 

575 - 1000 2.20 Impurities of the coconut oil 

Sample mass: 4.428 

mg 

           Total mass loss: 94.49 % 

 

 Raman spectroscopic measurements  

Raman spectroscopy can be expediently used for the determination of characteristic 

features of carbon nanotubes. The Raman spectra of MWCNTs are well interpreted 

and are usually used for the interpretation of the more complicated MWCNTs.  

The radial breathing mode (RBM, between 120 and 350 cm-1) corresponds to the radial 

expansion-contraction of carbon atoms in the radial direction. The D-band (around 

1350 cm-1) is typical for graphite-like materials and stems from the presence of struc-

tural defect sites. The G-band (around 1600 cm-1) indicates the tangential vibrations of 

carbon atoms. The overtone of D-band (G’ band) can be found around 2600 cm-1 and 

is indicative of the long-range order in the structure (Dresselhaus et al., 2005; Lehman 

et al., 2011). The Raman spectra of MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs are given in Figure 

17. 
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Figure 17: The Raman spectra of samples MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

The well-separated D-band (1287 cm-1), G-band (1602 cm-1), and G’ band (2567 cm-

1) can be observed in the Raman spectra, which are characteristic of tubular CNTs. The 

121 cm-1 vibrations can be attributed to the radial breathing mode. The peak positions 

remain unchanged after modification. The structural quality and purity of CNTs are 

usually estimated using the D/G bands intensity ratios. However, the G-band intensity 

is sensitive to carbon impurities, while the G’/D intensity ratios could be more 

accurately used for quality and purity assessment (Dileo et al., 2007). The calculated 

ID/IG and IG’/ID values of MWCNTs were 1.32 and 1.31, while for the µEMWCNTs, 

the ratios were 1.01 and 1.28, respectively. The decreasing intensity ratio values indi-

cate a slightly increased disorder/impurity in the MWCNTs structure as a result of 

microemulsion modification. The µEMWNTs exhibited significant changes in the CH 

bending vibrations as compared to the raw MWCNTs, demonstrating the existence of 

intermolecular CH-π interactions between the carbon nanotubes and lauric/miristic 

acid. 

 FT-IR spectra measurements  

The changes in the surface functional groups of µEMWNTs after toluene adsorption 

were also confirmed by FTIR spectra through the changes in the positions of some the 
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peaks as well as the appearance of some new peaks. Fig. 10 shows the FT-IR spectra 

of µEMWNTs before and after toluene adsorption with different groups. For the 

µEMWNTs, the bands in the range of 1630–1400 cm-1 can be assigned to the C=C 

groups in aromatic rings, and it can be attributed to  the π–π interactions that developed 

between cyclic organic pollutants and the sheets of the µEMWNTs (Al-ghouti and Al-

degs, 2011). In a detailed description, the aromatic ring of toluene act as electron-

acceptor and the carboxylic oxygen-atom of the µEMWNTs surface act as electron-

donor and this proof the chemisorption adsorption for the uptake of toluene by 

µEMWNTs (Pourzamani et al., 2015). In addition, the spent µEMWNTs spectra shows 

new bands at 2910 and 2980 cm-1 in the carbon-hydrogen region, as a consequence of 

microemulsion modification and toluene adsorption. The bands at 2910 and 2980 cm-

1 are assigned to -OH stretch from carboxylic groups (-COOH and -COH) (Pourzamani 

et al., 2015). In fact, FTIR revealed the non-polar nature of surface functional groups 

of the fresh µEMWNTs, as spent µEMWNTs spectra  display a new peak in the range 

of around 3400-3500 cm-1 wavelength that was absent in the spectra of fresh 

µEMWNTs, this peak is related to O-H stretch. 

 

Figure 18. Fourier transform infrared spectra of samples fresh µEMWCNTs and spent 

µEMWCNTs. 
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4.2 ADSORPTION TEST RESULTS 

  Performance evaluation of µEMWCNTs by classical Westinghouse 

method  

Table 8 summarizes the Westinghouse sorption results. The sorption (S) in %, was 

calculated based on the (Eq. 1). 

S =
𝑀𝑝

𝑀𝑜
× 100%    (1) 

Where, Mp: a mass of adsorbed hydrocarbon, g; and Mo: the weight of the sorbent, g. 

It can be concluded that the µEMWCNTs sample exhibited higher sorption capacity 

than the MWCNTs in all tested hydrocarbon models, which can be attributed to the 

enhanced hydrophobicity of MWCNTs and thus high sorption capacity for  the 

µEMWCNTs was measured. For example, when the n-octane model was used, the 

sorption capacity of µEMWCNTs reached 6.07 g/g while the MWCNTs exhibited 

lower sorption capacity reaching up to 4.64 g/g. 

Table 8: Sorption of different hydrocarbons over samples MWCNTs and 

µEMWCNTs (g adsorbate/g adsorbent) 

 

Model hydrocar-

bon/Water 
Sample Sorption (g/g) 

Octane 
MWCNTs 4.64 

µEMWCNTs 5.77 

Dodecane 
MWCNTs 5.16 

µEMWCNTs 5.93 

Undecane 
MWCNTs 4.67 

µEMWCNTs 5.83 

Toluene 
MWCNTs 4.67 

µEMWCNTs 5.68 

Water 
MWCNTs 2.48 

µEMWCNTs - 
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Based on the obtained results, it can be observed that water cannot be adsorbed on the 

µEMWCNTs due to the strong hydrophobicity of this material and adequate attached 

adsorption sites. These results are in accord with the previous results obtained by Liu 

and co-workers (Liu et al., 2015). It was shown that the functionalization technique 

used was efficient in modifying the MWCNTs' interactions with the adsorbate and can 

create more adsorption sites with high oil uptake capacity. 

 Performance evaluation of µEMWCNTs via by TOC analysis  

During the TOC investigations, undecane-water mixtures were used to investigate the 

hydrocarbon removal efficiency from the water. Surfactants (SAS and SLES) were 

used to stabilize the hydrocarbon-water emulsion. Table 9 summarizes the results re-

garding the hydrocarbon removal from water over the MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs. 

The removal efficiency was calculated as per Eq.2: 

𝑅𝐸 (%) =
(𝐶𝑖−𝐶𝑓)

𝐶𝑖
∗ 100    (2) 

Where 

Ci: initial concentration of metal ions (mg/L),  

Cf: final concentration of the contaminant in the solution at equilibrium (mg/L). 

Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded that the µEMWCNTs is suitable 

sorbent for the removal of paraffin hydrocarbons from water. 

Table 9: n-C11H24 removal efficiency of MWCNTs determined by TOC 

 

Materials n-C11H24 RE (%) Adsorption capacity (g/g) 

SLES+ C11+MWCNTs 
32 

1.6 

SLES + C11 

+µEMWCNTs 

 79   3.95 

SAS+ C11 +MWCNTs 33  1.65 

SAS+ 

C11+µEMWCNTs 

83  4.15 
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Based on data presented in Table 9, it can be observed that the µEMWCNTs exhibit 

higher undecane removal efficiency in comparison with the untreated MWCNTs. No 

significant difference can be observed between using surfactants SLES and SAS in the 

undecane removal experiments, which means that the surfactants functioned as it was 

expected.  

 Performance evaluation of µEMWCNTs by GC results 

Undecane and kerosene were used as hydrocarbon model to study the hydrocarbon 

removal efficiency over raw and microemulsified MWCNTs, and the results were 

compared with that of obtained over commercial activated carbons. The measurement 

data are presented in Table 10. 

The higher undecane removal efficiency of 94% was achieved over µEMWCNTs 

sorbent as compared to MWCNTs (57%). Kerosene removal from water by adsorption 

method was around 35 % in the presence of MWCNTs. By using µEMWCNTs, this 

value increased up to 96%; however, it is higher than that of obtained over the widely 

used commercial Chemviron Carbon sorbent (55%).  The lower hydrocarbon removal 

efficiency was obtained over Norit GAC 1240EN activated carbon sorbent (27%) from 

the two commercial activated carbon sorbents. 

Table 10: Undecane and kerosene removal efficiencies over MWCNTs, 

µEMWCNTs, and commercial activated carbon sorbents 

 

Sample 
Carbon conc. 

(mg C/ l) 
RE (%) 

Adsorption 

capacity (g/g) 

Undecane (n-C11H24)  

Blank/Initial 500 0  

MWCNTs 214 57  2.86 

µEMWCNTs 30 94  4.7 

Kerosene (n-C10-C16)  

Blank/ Initial 560 0  

MWCNTs  352 35  2.08 

µEMWCNTs  22 96  5.38 

Chemiviron Carbon 

F300  

240 55  3.2 

Norit GAC 1240EN 

 

399 27 5 1.61
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 Performance evaluation of µEMWCNTs by UV-Vis spectrophotometric  

As mentioned in para 3.4.4.3, toluene was selected for the UV-Vis spectrophotometric 

studies since the toluene concentration change can easily be followed by UV-Vis spec-

trophotometry (Reichenbächer and Einax, 2011). The results of UV-Vis spectropho-

tometric investigations are summarized in Figure 19 and in Table 11.  

The change in the toluene concentration is proportional to the absorbance. The toluene 

removal efficiency from the toluene-water mixture over MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

can be investigated. According to the literature (Reichenbächer and Einax, 2011), the 

characteristic peak of toluene in hexane appears at 269 nm.  

 

Figure 19: UV-Vis spectrophotometric results for MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs 

 

The toluene in hexane was used only as a reference curve to illustrate the identification 

of the toluene. It can be seen in Figure 19, and in Table 11 that the toluene concentra-

tion decreased significantly after treatment over µEMWCNTs (the peak at 269 nm 

decreases) in comparison with MWCNTs and activated carbon. Not only toluene peak 

is reduced, however, the peak areas of impurities in the range of 240-278 nm decrease 

as well. 
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Table 11: UV-Visible spectrophotometric results over samples MWCNTs and 

µEMWCNTs form the removal of toluene 

 

 

Based on the experimental results, it can be concluded that the µEMWCNTs proved 

to be more efficient for the removal of toluene from the toluene-water mixture (90%) 

in comparison with the untreated MWMCNTs (77%). It can be seen in Figure 19 that 

the removal efficiency of the activated carbon (Chemviron) did not approach that of 

the µEMWCNTs since it achieved a removal efficiency  up to 30% only; however, it 

is to be noted that over activated carbon not only the toluene but the water adsorbs as 

well (McCallum et al., 1999). 

  Kinetic studies over µEMWCNTs 

Series of adsorption batch tests were performed at different adsorption time and room 

temperature to investigate the equilibrium sorption capacity of toluene over 

µEMWCNTs. In each run, 10 mg of µEMWCNTs were added in a 100 ml toluene-

water stock solution, with a carbon concentration of 500 mg C/L. The solutions were 

mixed by a magnet mixer at 300 rpm, as mentioned in section 3.4.3.1.  

The main objective of the equilibrium studies was to determine the maximum capacity 

of µEMWCNTs towards toluene removal under the studied conditions and accordingly 

to make a comparison with raw MWNCTs. Figure 20 shows the adsorption kinetics of 

toluene; the uptakes reached equilibrium at approximately 60 min.  The adoption ca-

pacity can be calculated according to the Eq. 3 

Sample 
Abs.  

λ : 269 nm 
Cf (mg C/L) RE (%) 

qe 

(g/g) 

Blank 1.23 500 -  

Activated carbon 

(Chemviron) 
0.86 350 30 1.5 

MWCNTs 0.28 114 77  3.86 

µEMWCNTs 0.12 49 90  4.51 
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𝑄 =
(𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑓)𝑥𝑉𝑆

𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑠
    (3) 

Where Ci and Cf (mg/l) are the concentrations of adsorbate at initial and at time t (min), 

respectively, W (mg) is the mass of adsorbent, and V (ml) is the volume of the mixture. 

 

Figure 20: The change in toluene removal efficiency of over µEMWCNTs and 

MWCNTs in the function of contact time 

 

It can also be indicated from Figure 20 that the adsorbed amounts of toluene increase 

rapidly with time and then reach equilibrium in about 60 min. At this time, the 

µEMWCNTs maximum uptake for toluene is 4.99 g/g, which is higher than that of 

raw MWCNTs 4.05 g/g (see Appendix A). The higher adsorption capacity of toluene 

by µEMWCNTs compared to MWCNTs can be attributed to the enhanced hydropho-

bic properties of µEMWCNTs. 

It is essential to be able to expect the rate at which oil is removed from aqueous solu-

tions to scale up the adsorption process. To present an equation representing kinetic 

adsorption, three mechanisms; pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order equations 

(Wu, 2007; Xiao et al., 2018) and intraparticle diffusion (Lv et al., 2018) were taken 

into consideration (Eq. 4, 5, 6 respectively). 

Pseudo 1st order:   ln(𝑞𝑡 − 𝑞𝑒) = ln(𝑞𝑒) − 𝑘1𝑡                                                                 (4) 

Pseudo 2nd order:  
𝑡

𝑞𝑡
=

1

𝑘2𝑞𝑒
2 +

𝑡

𝑞𝑒
                                                            (5) 

Intraparticle diffusion:   𝑞𝑡 = 𝑘𝑝𝑡
1

2⁄ + 𝐶                                                                            (6) 
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Where qe (g/g) is equilibrium uptake, k1 (1/min) is the adsorption rate constant of 1st 

order model, k2 (g/g. min) is the rate constant of 2nd order model, kp (g/g.min0.5) is the 

intraparticle diffusion rate constant, and parameter, C is a constant expressed in (g/g). 

 Table 12, in conjunction with Figure 21-23, summarize the models applied for the 

analysis of kinetics data and the correlation coefficients (R2) for each model obtained 

by nonlinear regression analysis for toluene adsorption by µEMWCNTs. Moreover, it 

must be emphasized that there is a statistical issue in the usual method employed in 

the literature to estimate adsorption kinetics. Especially, first and second-order laws, 

thus the experimental results for qe, must be compared for their abilities to represent 

the real adsorption capacity q while complying with the condition R2 > 0.8 (Simonin, 

2016). 

Table 12: Kinetic parameters of the pseudo 1st order, pseudo 2nd, and intra-particle 

diffusion models for toluene adsorption by µEMWCNTs 

 

Parameter  Pseudo-first order model 

k1 (min-1) qe , cal (g/g) qe , exp (g/g) R2 

Toluene 

 

0.0456 1.3169 4.9445 0. 8519 

 Pseudo-second order model 

k2 (min-1) qe, cal (g/g) qe , exp (g/g) R2 

0.0303 5.2854 4.9445 0.9976 

 Intraparticle diffusion 

kp (mg/g min0.5) C (g/g)  R2 

0.4366 1.2925  0.5831 

 

 Figure 21 shows a plot of the linearized form of the pseudo-first-order model for the 

initial 40 minutes. However, the experimental data diverge significantly after 40 

minutes. It can be observed from Figure 22 that correlation coefficients for the linear 

plots of t/qt against time from the pseudo-second-order rate law are greater than 0.995. 

This suggests that this sorption system is not a first-order reaction or intraparticle dif-

fusion model. In Table 12, one can notice that optimum adjustment is obtained with k2 

because it gives a value for qe; cal that is in slightly better agreement with qe;exp.  Thus, 

the pseudo-second-order model is the best-correlating model. These results based on 

the assumption that the rate-limiting step may be chemical sorption or chemisorption 
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involving valency forces through sharing or exchanging of electrons between sorbent 

and sorbate. This provides the best correlation of the data. This conclusion, in agree-

ment with several adsorption studies, stated that the pseudo-second-order model pro-

vides the best correlation for several systems (F. Elkady, 2017; Ho and Mckay, 1999). 

 

 

Figure 21: Adsorption kinetics of toluene over µEMWCNTs, pseudo 1st order plot  

 

 

Figure 22: Adsorption kinetics of toluene over µEMWCNTs, pseudo 2nd order plot 
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Figure 23: Adsorption kinetics of toluene over µEMWCNTs, intraparticle diffusion 

plot 

 

The effect of temperature on the adsorption rate of toluene over µEMWCNTs was 

investigated at 25 and 60 ⁰C. Figure 24 presents the effect of temperature on adsorption 

capacity value. At higher temperature (60 ⁰C), the maximum adsorption capacity was 

reached in a shorter time (40 min), while at 25 ⁰C, it reached the maximum value 60 

min. Moreover, the 40 min adsorption capacity at 25 and 60 ⁰C was 4.811 and 4.97 

g/g, respectively. The effect of changing the temperature on the equilibrium capacity 

of the µEMWCNTs is attributed to the reduction of solution viscosity at a higher tem-

perature, which in turn, will increase the rate of diffusion of toluene across the external 

boundary layer and in the internal pores of the µEMWCNTs. 
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Figure 24: Kinetic analysis of temperature effect (µEMWCNTs = 10 mg/in 100 ml 

toluene-water solution 500 mg C/L) 
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Chapter 5: Discussion of the results ob-

tained over MWCNTs 

There has not been a report of synthesizing oil adsorbent from MWCNTs by means of 

microemulsification. Fewer than fifty examples exist of CNT based nanocatalyst con-

structed using microemulsion technique. Microemulsion modification was used to 

increase the hydrophobic properties of MWCNTs. Microemulsion is defined as ther-

modynamically stable solutions, macroscopically homogeneous due to the dispersion 

of two immiscible fluids by the aid of surfactant, and it contains at least three compo-

nents, specifically a nonpolar phase (often, oil),  a polar phase (frequently, water), and 

a surfactant (Malik et al., 2012) (Figure 25).  

 

Figure 25: Hypothetical phase regions of microemulsion systems (Malik et al., 2012) 

 

The µEMWCNTs, which are decorated with the surfactant molecules, have two dis-

tinct parts. The hydrophilic polar head likes to come into contact with an aqueous phase 
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and the nonpolar hydrophobic tail as it resists interactions with the aqueous phase 

(Figure 26).  

 

Figure 26: Illustration for µEMWCNTs and the droplet of the microemulsion 

 

Raw and functionalized MWCNTs have been used to study the hydrocarbon adsorp-

tion from water. Different surface analytical techniques were used to study the changes 

in the structure of the MWCNTs after emulsification treatment and to correlate those 

changes with the adsorption results. The morphological studies revealed that the mi-

croemulsification resulted in a decrease in the specific surface area of MWCNTs by 

36% and reduction of the pore volume by 9 %. This result proves the successful incor-

poration of functional groups into the MWCNTs' pores. However, the average pore 

size increased from 13.1 nm (MWCNTs) to 18.3 nm (µEMWCNTs). The thermograv-

imetric studies showed that during microemulsification treatment fatty acid esters (es-

terified miristic acid and lauric acid) were incorporated in 6.8% onto the surface of the 

MWCNTs, which influences the heat stability of the carbon nanotubes.  

The structural analysis was carried out by XRD technique, and the surface investiga-

tion was performed by Raman spectroscopy. It can be stated that the MWCNTs have 

a crystalline structure, and this structure is preserved after the functionalization. The 

Raman spectroscopic studies confirmed the interaction between the MWCNTs and the 

functional groups of the fatty acid esters used for the modification. 
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It is necessary to examine briefly the mechanisms by which such hydrocarbon are 

formed, and what interactions they exhibit. Different mechanisms can be considered 

during organic chemical and MWCNT interactions, such as (i) hydrophobic interac-

tions; (ii) π–π bonds, and (iii) electrostatic interactions, (v) hydrogen bonding and mes-

opore filling (Das et al., 2018). The sorption mechanism is supposed to be different for 

different types of organic chemicals (such as polar and nonpolar chemicals). π- π in-

teractions are a type of non-covalent interaction that involves π systems. Kar and co-

workers have investigated the nature of interactions between aromatic systems and 

CNTs, their findings so far have demonstrated that π−π stacking configurations are 

more strongly bound than CH---π analogues (Kar et al., 2008). From this perspective, 

the controlled noncovalent functionalization of MWCNTs using microemulsion of-

fered the possibility of attaching the hydrocarbon chain using van der Waals and π-π 

stacking forces with only minor perturbations of the electronic network of the tube. 

In this context, toluene was chosen as a model hydrocarbon to propose an adsorption 

mechanism. The adsorption affinity of toluene by µMWCNTs increases by -C=O and 

aromatic π- π bonds and/or by aromatic –OK+ substitution. The sorption of the toluene 

on the surface of the µEMWCNTs can be given, as depicted in Figure 27. It should be 

noted that the mobility of adsorbed toluene on the tube surface can be considered in 

terms of rotating, tilting, and sliding.  Interestingly, the suggested mechanism in this 

study has found to be in good agreement with the earlier adsorption mechanisms of 

organic pollutants on MWCNTs suggested by Pourzamani and co-workers 

(Pourzamani et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 27: The mechanism of the surface functionalization and sorption of toluene 

over µMWCNTs 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi_bond
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Once again, however, the way in which the adsorption mechanism is proposed remains 

quite unclear. Due to the possibility of several interactions occurrence at one time, 

depending on the type of hydrocarbon and the type of functional group on the 

MWCNTs surface. The principal observation from all experimental studies of hydro-

carbon molecules and fragments occupy clearly defined sites on adsorbent surfaces. In 

essence, the noncovalent interactions of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons such 

as cation−π, π − π, and CH···π with carbon nanomaterials is ubiquitous and vital in 

explaining several hydrocarbon adsorption mechanisms. 

Within this framework, toluene removal efficiency by UV-Vis over µMWCNTs sup-

ported the notion that the microemulsification is a suitable method for enhancement of 

the adsorption capacity of pristine MWCNTs. By using toluene as a model hydrocar-

bon, the removal efficiency of µMWCNTs was enhanced to reach up to 90%; these 

results are in line with the outcome of the TOC measurements. Kinetic studies show 

that adsorption of toluene obeys a pseudo-second-order model. The adsorption capac-

ity of µMWCNTs increased by increasing the temperature. 

Undecane used as another hydrocarbon to investigate the potential of µMWCNTs as 

hydrocarbon adsorbent. Based on the adsorption tests carried out by TOC, a significant 

increase in undecane adsorption was observed from 32% to 79-83% as a consequence 

of the surface modification.  It is worthy of mentioning that the values obtained for 

hydrocarbon removal efficiencies by TOC and GC measurements are in harmony with 

each other. The obtained results confirm that the MWCNTs could earn a significant 

potential in hydrocarbon depollution control of waters.  
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Chapter 6: Results of zeolite-based adsor-

bents 

This chapter presents the results obtained from characterization techniques used to 

study the physio-chemical properties of zeolite-based adsorbents. Moreover, the re-

sults obtained from adsorption tests are given, as well. 

6.1 CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS OF ZEOLITE-BASED 

ADSORBENTS 

 Results of SEM and EDX investigations  

The textural and chemical composition of the zeolitic tuff samples were studied by 

SEM and EDX method. RZT records show agglomerates of different sizes with de-

fined plate shape in the micrometer range (Figure 28 a). The particles have a typical 

crystalline structure confirmed by XRD (Section 6.1.3). The surface structure of the 

TZT is presented in Figure 28b, indicating that there is a significant change in the 

topography of the zeolitic tuff due to partial removal of all associated elements and 

organic materials during the acidic treatment. EDX data ( Table 13) confirmed this 

result. This finding is in agreement with data reported in the literature (Wang et al., 

2010). The TZT has smaller particles with less clear boundaries (Figure 28b).  

 

 

 

a 
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Figure 28: SEM images of raw (a) zeolitic tuff surface and (b) acid-treated 

(magnifications 300x) 

 

The results of the chemical composition analyses are summarized in Table 13, where: 

a, b, c indicate the three points of the spot mode measurements. The chemical 

composition of the examined samples using spot mode analysis shows the relatively 

homogeneous distribution in the near-surface layer, except for Mn and Fe for RZT 

(Table 13). Mainly, elements such as K, Na, Ca, Si, Al, O originate from the zeolitic 

and silicate phases, e.g., the magnesium stems derived from forsterite and diopside, 

while iron comes from forsterite and hematite and the carbon derived from calcite 

compounds. The phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, and manganese are presented as natural 

impurities in RZT in small quantities (0.3–2.0 wt. %). The phosphorus, sulfur, and 

manganese were washed out during the acidic treatment from the bulk phase and 

therefore were not detected in TZT. 

EDX data for TZT indicate that the intensity of silicon increased while the intensity of 

other elements such as K, Na, Ca, Al, Ti, and Mg decreased or disappeared in 

comparison with RZT. The phases mentioned above were confirmed by XRD analysis. 

As mentioned earlier, the main aim of acidic treatment is to dealuminate zeolitic tuff. 

The emphasis was put on following the changes in silicon and aluminium ratios. The 

elemental composition of the TZT indicates that the silicon to aluminium ratio in-

creased from 2.5 to 15.1 in comparison with RZT, as it can be seen in Table 13 and 

Figure 29. These considerations related to change in composition were reflected in 

XRD and FTIR analysis, as well. 

 

b 
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Table 13: SEM-EDX results of zeolite-based adsorbents; composition and elemental 

distribution in the near-surface layer 

Element 

RZT spot mode 

composition 

(m %) 

TZT Spot mode 

composition 

 (m %) 

Surface mode 

composition 

(m %) 

 a b c a b c RZT TZT 

C - - - 2.34 0.51 1.84 16.06 1.84 

O 36.02 38.98 39.39 44.87 39.42 41.04 36.12 41.04 

Na 2.16 1.87 2.49 0.79 0.61 0.34 1.33 0.34 

Mg 4.68 4.87 4.69 1.59 1.74 1.48 4.19 1.48 

Al 8.53 7.58 8.99 2.25 2.67 2.36 5.35 2.36 

Si 20.92 19.50 20.44 35.14 37.34 35.61 13.85 35.61 

P - 0.42 0.64 - - - 0.40 - 

S - 0.33 0.44 - - - 0.33 - 

Cl 0.44 0.55 0.58 6.28 8.16 8.01 0.47 8.01 

K 2.11 2.29 1.69 0.52 0.67 0.60 1.28 0.60 

Ca 9.53 8.0`8 7.69 2.09 2.90 2.80 6.96 2.80 

Ti 2.64 2.43 1.72 1.13 1.65 1.60 2.27 1.60 

Mn - - 1.95 - - - 0.39 - 

Fe - 13.10 9.31 3.01 4.32 4.31 11.00 4.31 

         

 

Figure 29: EDX results of RZT and TZT 
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Coming to µETZT, Figure 30 presents the morphological changes between RZT and 

µETZT. It is clear that there is a particle growth after microemulsion modification 

(Figures 28b and d), and it is assumed  that the particle size depends on the emulsion 

composition (Lee and Shantz, 2004). The SEM images are strong evidence that the 

modification of TZT in the presence of the microemulsion leads to different particle 

morphologies and sizes than those obtained from acid treatment Figure 28b. Moreover, 

SEM results indicate that microemulsion is self-aggregated colloidal systems that 

provide hydrophobic particle growth. 

 

Figure 30: The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) record of the (a) RZT, (b) µTZT 

at magnification: x 200 and (c) RZT, (d) µETZT at magnification: x 20.000 
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 Results of the morphological measurements 

The surface area, pore-volume, average pore size values of the studied samples are 

summarized in Table 14. The applied acidic treatment resulted in a significant increase 

in the pore volume and the specific surface area of RZT by about 3.5 times. The acid 

treatment induced a net decrease of the microporous volume and a significant increase 

in BET surface area by about 3.5 times while it increased the contribution of the aver-

age volume of mesopores amounted to 0.1915 cm3/g.  

Those findings are attributed to the acidic treatment, which resulted in dissolving and 

washing many elements such as Al, Ca, Na, Fe, Mg, P, S, Mn out from pores. Addi-

tionally, the presence of this additional porosity is attributed to the dealumination pro-

cess, which could be confirmed by the increment of mesopore size. The increment in 

average pore diameter is due to the collapse of the crystalline structure during the 

dealumination process, as confirmed by XRD. While the microspores of those of mod-

ified zeolites, TZT, and µETZT, are smaller than that of the original TZT. This may 

be due to the partial destruction of the zeolite framework by dealumination, or to the 

blocking of zeolite pores by Al atoms that are present out of the framework (Kawai 

and Tsutsumi, 1992). 

Table 14: Characterization with BET for RZT, TZT, µETZT and commercially acti-

vated carbon adsorbents 

Sample 
SBET 

(m2/g) 

V(cm3/g) 
Smicro 

(m2/g) 

Vmicro 

(cm3/g) 

Dav 

(nm) 

RZT 74 0.0608 22 0.0100 4.5 

TZT 185 0.1915 0 0 4.6 

µETZT 156 0.2031 0 0 5.1 

Aquacarb 207C 864 0.0476 729 0.3380 2.0 

Norit GAC 

1240EN 
959 0.1442 512 0.2300 2.7 

 

Microemulsion modification of the TZT leads to a decrease in the surface area from 

185 to 156 m2/g as a result of lauric and myristic acid deposition and slightly increased 

the average pore diameter. The measured surface areas of the commercially activated 

carbon adsorbents, namely, Aquacarb 207C and Norit GAC 1240EN, are higher in 
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comparison with zeolitic materials. These results are in agreement with the values 

provided by the manufacturer of the commercial adsorbents. The absence of micro-

spores was observed in both TZT and µETZT samples, which in turn, facilitate the 

adsorbents’ regeneration procedure. 

To investigate the type of isotherm for the raw and prepared adsorbent, N2 adsorption 

isotherm is depicted in Figure 31.The adsorption/desorption isotherms of TZT, RZT, 

and spent TZT  follow type I at low p/p°, but type V at high p/p° (Kabalan et al., 2016). 

The main feature of a type I isotherm is the long plateau, which is indicative of a rela-

tively small amount of multilayer adsorption on the open surface. Micropore filling 

may take place either in pores of molecular dimensions at very low p/p° or in wider 

micropores over a range of higher p/p°, while V type isotherm, which  is uncommon; 

it is related to the type III isotherm in that the adsorbent-adsorbate interaction is weak 

but is obtained with specific porous adsorbents (Ertan, 2004). As shown in Figure 31, 

the N2 isotherm of spent TZT, and TZT exhibited a greater slope than that of RZT, 

which indicates higher adsorption by dealuminated samples. The amount of adsorption 

of TZT and spent TZT is higher than that of RZT, which indicated an increase of pore 

volume of modified zeolite. However, the isotherm of RZT is similar to that of the 

modified one in its shape.  

The relative adsorption capacities of RZT over the entire equilibrium pressure range 

are related to (i) cationic density and (ii) the limiting volume of the micropore 

(Hernández-Huesca et al., 1999). For dealuminated sample TZT, the electrostatic field 

on the surface is decreased (Kawai and Tsutsumi, 1992), and hence the electrostatic 

field inside the zeolite cages decreases and the surface becomes more hydrophobic. 

Therefore, the strong polar attraction energies between the surface and molecule are 

reduced, weaker dispersion forces become dominant, and this can explain the reason 

behind the type V type isotherm of TZT. Adsorption isotherms of water and hexane 

were not performed in this study, but it is recommended to be performed in future 

studies as it will give a great indication of the TZT hydrophobicity (Kawai and 

Tsutsumi, 1992). 
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Figure 31: Volume of N2 adsorption isotherm versus relative pressure for RZT, TZT, 

and spent TZT 

 

The plot in Figure 32 more specifically indicates that the cumulative pore area in 

mesopore stems from nitrogen sorptions in pores with a width below 10 nm. The 

cumulative pore volume is plotted as a function of the pore diameter of fresh and spent 

adsorbent (Figure 32). Alike the pore volume, the mean pore diameter of the spent 

adsorbent showed light increment as compared to TZT.  

The cumulative pore volume distribution suggests that the aging process and 

hydrocarbon deposition affect mainly pores with a diameter smaller than 10 nm. Hence, 

the increment in pore size was generally around 6 %, an indication of sintering. 
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Figure 32: Cumulative pore volume (BJH5 -calculation method) for RZT, TZT and 

spent TZT 

 

 Results of X-ray diffraction measurements 

Figure 33 shows the XRD patterns for the raw and treated zeolitic tuff. The XRD pat-

tern of the RZT shows almost complete crystallinity, and it contains mainly minerals 

of zeolitic phases: Phillipsite-K [(K, Na)2(AlSi)8O16·4H2O], chabazite-K (K, 

Na)4Al4Si8O24·8H2O, faujasite Na2Al2 Si4O12·8H2O. Other main silicate phases, 

such as anorthite CaAl2Si2O8, forsterite Mg1.624Fe0.376SiO4, ferrosilite FeSiO3, di-

opside CaMg(SiO3)2 and quartz SiO2. Hematite Fe2O3 and calcite CaCO3 crys-

talline phases were also observed in the RZT sample. The crystallinity of the samples 

was evaluated by comparison of the area of the most intense diffraction peak at 28 at 

2 θ to that of the RZT taken as 100% crystalline 

 

                                                 

 
5 The BJH method is the appropriate method to measure the mesopore (2 nm-50 nm)  
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Figure 33: XRD patterns for RZT, TZT, and µETZT where P-phillipsite, Ch-chabazite, 

F-Faujasite; A-anorthite, F-forsterite; D-diopside; C-calcite; H-hematite; Q-quartz; 

Ha-halite 

 

According to the literature data, phillipsite, faujasite, chabazite, forsterite, calcite, and 

anorthite are common mineral components in Jordanian zeolites (Yousef et al., 1999). 

Upon acidic treatment of RZT, the diffraction profile intensities of modified zeolites 

(TZT) decreased, which indicates that partial destruction occurred in their structure, 

showing the collapse of the crystalline structure. The relatively loss of crystallinity is 

corroborated by the loss of microporous volume (Table 14). Removal of associated 

elements such as Al, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe from the bulk phase were detected. The crys-

talline phillipsite, faujasite, chabazite, and calcite phases also disappeared in the TZT 

sample. The broad peak in Figure 33 is assigned to silica content, and the newly created 

Al-depleted sites (defects). This results in good agreement with the work of Roberge 

and associates (Roberge et al., 2002).  The amorphous phase appeared in TZT sample 

detected in a range of 20-30° 2. In addition to this, the intensity of peaks of the re-

maining crystalline phases such as anorthite, diopside, forsterite decreased considera-

bly. Phillipsite diffraction peaks of TZT and µETZT shift to a higher angle because of 

the smaller ionic diameter of Si4+ compared to Al3+ (Kawai and Tsutsumi, 1992). These 

significant changes in the peak positions were nevertheless noticed, in agreement with 
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the difference in the chemical composition of the TZT. It is worthy of mentioning not 

all dealumination process results in loss of crystallinity, and this can be explained by 

the different starting material used in each study 

Hydrochloric acid treatment of the RZT resulted in NaCl formation (dissolution of the 

charge compensating sodium cations from the zeolite), and halite phase can be 

observed in the case of TZT. After microemulsion modification, the µETZT exhibited 

a similar XRD pattern, as obtained in the case of TZT. The data of SEM-EDX analysis 

(Table 13) could also be explained and confirmed by XRD results indicated in Figure 

33. 

 Results of FT-IR spectroscopy measurements 

FTIR spectroscopy was used to investigate the structure of RZT, TZT, and µETZT 

samples and to monitor the effect of modification occurring in the zeolite framework 

during the pretreatments. FTIR spectra of all zeolitic tuff samples displayed a broad 

band at 3700–3100 cm-1 (Figure 34a). The shoulder at ~3600 cm-1 could be character-

istic of H-bonded associated hydroxyl groups of Si(O–H)Al and AlO–H species 

(Azambre et al., 2015). Nonappearance of bands between ~3738-3749 cm-1 indicates 

the absence of various types of silanol groups (Morin et al., 1997). 
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Figure 34: FT-IR spectra of zeolitic tuff samples: A -  ν(O–H) and ν(C–H) stretching 

region (4000-2700 cm-1); B - δ(O-H), ν(Si-O/Al-O) deformation and stretching region 

(1800–400 cm-1) 

 

Stretching bands ν(H-O-H) at ~3370 cm-1 and ~3240 cm-1, and bending band δ(H–O–

H) at 1630 cm-1 indicate the adsorbed water molecules on the surface of the three sam-

ples.  (Figure 34 A, B) (Mustafa et al., 2010).  Also, the µETZT shows new broad 

bands at 2962, 2936, 2876, and 2864 cm-1 in the carbon-hydrogen region, as a result 

of microemulsion modification. The bands at 2962 and 2936 cm-1 are attributed to 

asymmetric stretching νC–H of the -CH3 and -CH2 groups of alkane chain, respec-

tively. The bands at 2876 and 2864 cm-1   are attributable to ν symmetric C–H stretch 

of CH3 and CH2 groups of alkane chain, respectively (Azambre et al., 2015). 
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Observed bands of RZT at 1430, 872, and 712 cm-1 disappeared after the acidic treat-

ment (Figure 34 B). Those bands are assigned to the stretching vibration of the CO3 

group of calcite, and the values are attributed to ν3 asymmetric stretching, ν2 asymmet-

ric deformation, and ν4 symmetric deformation modes respectively (Buzgar and Ionut 

Apopei, 2009). X-ray data also confirmed the presence of crystalline calcite in the raw 

zeolitic tuff, which reduced after the acid treatment.  

Structural data for the studied samples can be obtained from the observed vibrational 

frequencies of the zeolite framework stretching region of 1300 and 400 cm-1. The 

strongest vibration band appears in the region of 1200–900 cm-1 (Figure 34 B). This 

band is considered as the characteristic IR band associated with zeolite, as it indicates 

the internal tetrahedron vibrations, and it is assigned to T–O (T=Si or Al) stretching 

mode (Pichat et al., 1974). The strong band at 1000 cm-1 is due to asymmetric stretch-

ing vibrations of bridge bonds, νas Si–O(Si), and νas Si–O(Al) in phillipsite (Mozgawa 

et al., 2011; Salem et al., 2010). This band was shifted after acidic treatment to a higher 

frequency of 1053 cm-1. Moreover, shoulders appeared around 1215 cm-1, indicating 

the reduction of aluminium content (Figure 34B). 

The new broad band appeared at 794 cm-1 for treated samples, and it is assigned to the 

external symmetric stretching vibration of Si–O–Si bridges bonding two tetrahedral 

units. The frequency and shape of this band are similar to Si–O–Si band of the reported 

spectra of HZSM-5 with Si/Al = 15, mesoporous SiO2, and amorphous SiO2  (Van 

Steen et al., 2004). It is given in the literature that with higher Si/Al ratio, the symmet-

ric stretching vibrations bands narrowed, and the band is splitting into several peaks 

due to the more homogeneous environment of Si–O–Si bonds (Van Steen et al., 2004). 

It has been shown that the loss of crystallinity (decrease in aluminium content) causes 

changes in the frequency and the shape of the Si–O–Si band since this band is structure 

sensitive (Pichat et al., 1974). The Si–O–Si band appears at 794 cm-1 after dealumina-

tion process in TZT and µETZT at Si/Al ratio of 15.1 confirmed by EDX analysis 

(Table 13). The reason that band at 794 cm-1 was not observed in RZT with Si/Al ratio 

of 2.6 attributable to the presence of several crystalline zeolite phases in the sample, 

which causes scattering of bonds length (Mozgawa et al., 2011). 
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 Results of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements 

Table 15 shows the chemical compositions of RZT, TZT, and µETZT samples based 

on the XRF analyses.  The treatment of the RZT with concentrated hydrochloric acid 

has removed 25-30 % wt. of the accompanying volcanic constituents (iron, aluminium, 

magnesium, calcium, and sodium oxides).  

 Results of Thermoanalytical investigations  

Results obtained from TGA/DTG measurements showed that a continuous weight loss 

of  RZT, TZT, and µETZT samples occurred after heating up to 1000 °C (Figure 35). 

The detailed mass loss data are summarized in Table 16). The first endothermic mass 

loss steps can be attributed to dehydration, namely the mass loss steps between 22-

128°C and 128-250°C steps belong to the external and loosely bound water losses 

(Perraki and Orfanoudaki, 2004). The exothermic step between 250-400°C could be 

attributed to the combustion of organic compounds. In this region, the loss of tightly 

bound water can also take place (Duvarci et al., 2007; Knowlton, 1981; Yörükoǧullar 

et al., 2010). The two overlapping endothermic steps between 400-613°C belong to 

the tightly bound water loss from the zeolite tuff structure (Duvarci et al., 2007; 

Knowlton, 1981; Yörükoǧullar et al., 2010). The 3.6 m % endothermic mass loss above 

613°C (613-787°C) belongs to calcite decomposition. After acidic treatment, the 

amount of externally bound water greatly increases, while the endothermic mass loss 

step above 613°C (calcite impurity in RZT), is completely absent due to its removal 

by acid treatment. The total mass loss of sample TZT increased significantly as 

compared to the RZT sample, mostly due to the increased external water content. The 

µETZT sample shows a decreased amount of externally bound water. The thermal 

decomposition of adsorbed organic microemulsion compound along with the loss of 

remaining tightly bound water starts above 218°C in two exothermic processes and 

finishes around 654 °C. The total mass loss in this temperature range (220-650°C) 

increases slightly (0.4 m %) compared to the TZT sample. However, in the µETZT, 

the second mass loss step (411-654°C) has changed from endothermic to exothermic, 

which indicates that the majority of the water was replaced with organics after 

microemulsion modification. If the first exothermic mass losses step of µETZT is 

corrected by the exothermic mass loss of TZT (230-340°C, 2.8  m %), then the amount 

of microemulsion in µETZT is calculated as 4.2 m % (218-654°C). This excess 
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indicates the amount of adsorbed organics after the microemulsion modification (42 

mg in 1000 mg µETZT). 
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Figure 35: TG, DTG and DTA curves for zeolitic tuff samples: (a) RZT; (b) TZT; (c) 

µETZT 

(b) 

µETZT 
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Table 15: The elemental analysis of RZT, TZT and µETZT samples using XRF technique 
Element Al Si P Cl K Ca Ti Mn Fe S 

RZT, ppm 52966 164750 3574 21668 25037 132219 31821 2407 168376 5806 

TZT, ppm 

(/, %)* 

17012 

(68 ) 

301474 

(83) 

1366 

(62 ) 

106999 

(394) 

8101 

(68 ) 

41328 

(69 ) 

26430 

(17 ) 

593 

(75 ) 

68731 

(59 ) 

1700 

(71 ) 

µETZT, ppm 

(/, %) 

16782 

(68 ) 

330752 

(101) 

1627 

(54 ) 

38211 

(76) 

22913 

(8 ) 

30869 

(77 ) 

29519 

(7 ) 

656 

(73 ) 

67452 

(60 ) 

1128 

(81 ) 

* / , % -decrease or increase elemental concentration, %, in treated samples in comparison with RZT 

 

Table 16: Data from thermo-analytical measurements of zeolitic tuff samples 

` Tmax (°C) Tend (°C) Mass loss step (%) Step attributed  to the followings DTA 

Sample: RZT 
22 88 128 4.6 External water loss Endothermic 

128 129 250 4.6 Loosely bound water loss Endothermic 
250 311 400 2.9 Organic matter combustion/Tightly bound water loss Exothermic 
400 412/526 613 2.5 Tightly bound water loss Endothermic 
613 691 787 3.6 Calcite decomposition Endothermic 
787 818 1000 0.8 - - 

Sample mass: 52.2 mg Total mass loss: 19.0 m %  

Sample: TZT 
23 88 170 13.9 External water loss Endothermic 

170 (153) 230 2.4 Loosely bound water loss Endothermic 
230 270 340 2.8 Organic matter combustion/Tightlyboundwaterloss Exothermic 
340 364 415 1.4 Tightly bound water loss Endothermic 
415 438 620 2.4 Tightly bound water loss Endothermic 
620 - 1000 1.0 - - 

Sample mass: 50.3 mg Total mass loss: 23.9 m %  

Sample: µETZT 
24 73 158 7.2 External water loss Endothermic 

158 159 218 1.6 Loosely bound water loss Endothermic 
218 266 411 4.8 Organic matter combustion/Tightly bound water loss Exothermic 
411 443 654 2.2 Organic matter combustion/Tightly bound water loss Exothermic 
654 - 1000 1.0 - - 

Sample mass: 49.8 mg Total mass loss: 16.8 m %  
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6.2 ADSORPTION TESTS 

 Performance evaluation of TZT and µETZT by classical Westinghouse 

method  

The classical Westinghouse method is, perhaps, the simplest approach for correlating 

adsorption performance for pure hydrocarbons. Table 17 shows the results of kerosene, 

n-octane, and dodecane sorption using RZT, TZT, and µETZT as adsorbents based on 

the classical Westinghouse method of absorbability (Muir and Bajda, 2016). 

In the case of all analyzed hydrocarbon compounds, it is clear that TZT and µETZT 

have a much higher affinity in terms of hydrocarbon adsorption as compared to the 

RZT. These differences can be attributed to the high surface area of TZT, and in the 

case of µETZT, the differences are due to the chemically attached tail groups of the 

surfactant, which resulted in the strong hydrophobic character to the adsorbent. One 

can notice that the average pore diameter, Davg, varied for each sample as the following 

order; µETZT > TTZ > RZT. This indicates the substantial role that the mesoporous 

structure can play in adsorption capacities. Each adsorbent does not necessarily show 

the same adsorption capacities for each hydrocarbon as it depends on the structure and 

length chain of the adsorbed hydrocarbon. For example, the adsorption capacity of 

µETZT to dodecane is higher than n-octane as the chain of the former is longer. 

For example, µETZT and TZT have high adsorption capacity for pure n-octane than 

the RZT sample. Similar differences were observed in the case of other hydrocarbons, 

which support the fact that the sorption properties of the TZT samples are significantly 

higher than that of the RZT. These results can be explained by that fact that the pre-

treated and more hydrophobic zeolites such as TZT and µETZT facilitate the inhibition 

of pore blockage towards the water, which in turn could result in more pores and po-

tential surface area available for hydrocarbons diffusion and adsorption (De Ridder et 

al., 2012). Surprisingly, the adsorption capacities of the zeolite-based adsorbent for 

kerosene are lower than other hydrocarbons, even though kerosene has a longer chain 

than octane and toluene but it also contains branched-chain paraffin. This can be at-

tributed to preferential molecules being adsorbed on zeolitic tuff -based adsorbent such 

as long-chain carbons rather than molecules that have branched-chain as kerosene.  

This result can be explained by the fact that zeolites based adsorbent have the unique 

property of selectively adsorbing hydrocarbon molecules based on size and shape in 
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addition to polarity (Al-Damkhi et al., 2007). To address this fact, dodecane adsorption 

was also examined over RZT, TZT, and µETZT, and those adsorption capacities are 

higher than the values obtained when toluene, n-octane were used as oil model, likely 

due to the longer hydrocarbon chain. 

Table 17: The sorption of kerosene and different hydrocarbon compounds on RZT, 

TZT and µETZT according to Westinghouse method 

 

Stock Sample 
Sample Weight, 

Mo (g) 

Sample Weight 

+ CH (g) 

Adsorption, 

MP (g) 

Sorption 

(g/g) 
 

Toluene 

µETZT 1.5021 3.5991 2.097 1.39 

TZT 1.5001 3.5561 2.056 1.37 

RZT 1.5003 2.3024 0.8021 0.53 

kerosene 

µETZT 1.5022 3.2911 1.7889 1.19 

TZT 1.5012 3.1142 1.613 1.07 

RZT 1.5041 2.0127 0.5086 0.34 

n-octane 

µETZT 1.5008 4.0981 2.5973 1.73 

TZT 1.5002 3.9288 2.4286 1.62 

RZT 1.5019 2.7785 1.2766 0.85 

dodecane 

µETZT 1.5007 4.7451 3.2534 2.16 

TZT 1.5022 4.001 2.4988 1.66 

RZT 1.5078 3.2544 1.7466 1.16 

 Performance evaluation of TZT and µETZT by TOC results 

In addition to the standard Westinghouse experiments and to determine the maximum 

C8 hydrocarbon adsorption over the zeolitic samples, batch experiments were per-

formed in the function of time. Samples were taken at different times, and TOC ana-

lyzer measured the C8 hydrocarbon concentrations. All the experimental parameters, 

such as n-octane concentration, agitation speed, and sample dosage, were kept constant 

throughout the experiments. The experimental parameters for this experiment were set 

at 300-rpm agitation speed, 0.5 g adsorbent dosage, at the initial hydrocarbon concen-

tration of 475 mg C/L (C8-water solution). The experiments were carried out at 27 °C. 

The dynamic sorptions of the n-octane model compound over the RZT, TZT, µETZT, 

and AquaCarb sorbents are illustrated in Figure 36. For the sake of comparison, the 

AquaCarb activated carbon sorbent was used as benchmark adsorbents. 
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The results indicate that the contact time needed to reach the adsorption equilibrium 

for C8 hydrocarbon over RZT, TZT, and µETZT is about 20-30 min. Thus, the chosen 

contact time of 1.5 h is on the safe margin to reach the equilibrium. It was observed 

that at the beginning of the experiments, the hydrocarbon adsorbed very rapidly on the 

TZT, µETZT surfaces due to the availability of large vacancies on the external surface 

of the TZT and µETZT. As the outside surface of TZT and µETZT becomes covered 

and saturated with C8 hydrocarbon droplets, the rate of oil uptake started to decrease 

and reached equilibrium.  The amount of n-octane adsorbed at equilibrium at ambient 

temperature and pressure and short time indicates TZT and µETZT potentials as oil 

adsorbents. 

 

Figure 36: The change in percentage n-octane removal of over RZT, TZT, µETZT, 

and activated carbon 

 

Regarding the microemulsified adsorbent, µETZT, it can be seen from Figure 36 that 

it exhibits a high removal efficiency, which is comparable to that of the activated car-

bon since it reached hydrocarbon removal of 85 % after 60 min on stream. This result 

can be attributed to the existence of tail groups of the surfactant on the µETZT surface. 

This means that the hydrophobic character of the zeolite was significantly enhanced. 

These results are in agreement with the results reported by Ghouti and coworkers (Al-

ghouti and Al-degs, 2011). It is to be noted that the time-based results are in accord 

with the general theory of the oil sorption.  As the oil droplets at first have to overcome 
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the boundary layer effect and then diffuse from the boundary layer film onto the ad-

sorbent surface and then finally diffuse into the porous structure of the TZT and 

µETZT (Nethaji et al., 2013). 

Just like µETZT, samples of TZT behaved as a model adsorbent for C8 with high re-

moval efficiency. This again suggests that the degree of hydrophobicity of zeolitic tuff 

is directly dependent on the aluminium content of the zeolites. With the decrease of 

the aluminium content of the zeolite, the ionic charge of zeolite lattice decreased. De-

creasing ionic charge zeolite will exhibit less polarity, and it results in lower hydro-

philicity and higher hydrophobicity feature. It can be concluded that the chemical com-

positions of the treated zeolitic material influence the interaction between water mol-

ecules and the zeolite since the water molecules can interact with Al sites of zeolite 

framework and by dealumination this interaction significantly decreases (Bolis et al., 

2006). The elemental composition of the TZT and µETZT as compared to RZT indi-

cates that the silicon to aluminium ratio increased from 3.1 to 17.7 and 19.7 for TZT 

and µETZT, respectively (Table 13). The increase of Si content in TZT and µETZT 

influences its hydrophobic properties. The obtained results are in accord with the re-

sults published by others  (Grieco and Ramarao, 2013; Yonli et al., 2012). 

The obtained results show that the TZT and µETZT have improved adsorption capac-

ity for hydrocarbon removal from the hydrocarbon-water mixture, as evidenced by the 

experiments carried out with n-paraffin as a model hydrocarbon. The hydrocarbon re-

moval efficiency was significantly higher over the TZT surface as compared to the 

RZT by the Westinghouse method. In the case of kerosene, a higher sorption capacity 

(1.07 g/g) was obtained, while the RZT resulted in only 3.4 g/g adsorption capacity. 

Similar tendencies were observed with n-octane and dodecane over TZT and RZT 

samples. The µETZT exhibited even higher hydrophobicity than the TZT. The results 

show that the acidic treatment is very effective in removing framework aluminium as 

the Si/Al ratio increases from 2.58 to 15.06. The results in this study validated that the 

framework Si/Al ratio of zeolites is an important parameter that exerts a strong influ-

ence on hydrophobicity.  

The reusability of the zeolitic tuff (TZT) was studied, as well. Additional tests were 

performed to study the changes in sorption capacity and the structural properties of 

TZT after the first test of adsorption. For this purpose, 0.5 g of spent adsorbent was 

reused for 100 ml n-octane/water samples under the same conditions as above to check 
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the stability of the hydrocarbon removal efficiency of the TZT. The spent adsorbent 

was regenerated by washing with ethanol and dried at 105°C. The spent adsorbents 

were reused under the same conditions. The removal efficiencies measured were ap-

proximately 50-55 % for three cycles at 30 min contact time. It can be concluded that 

the removal efficiency remained as high as in the case of the fresh TZT sample. 

 Performance evaluation of TZT and µETZT by GC results 

Kerosene was used as model petroleum cut in the hydrocarbon-water mixture to study 

the hydrocarbon removal efficiency of the raw, treated and microemulsified zeolitic 

tuff and activated carbons. Usually, for the determination of hydrocarbon composition 

GC method is used (Sivagami et al., 2019). 

Kerosene standard has GC peaks appearing in the C10–C16 range. GC peaks of n-C10–

C16 were identified with external standards of normal alkanes. All the experiments 

were performed in duplicate, and the average values are reported in Table 18. Kerosene 

removal from water by adsorption method was around 10.6 % in the presence of RZT 

in the investigated range. By using µETZT, this value increased up to 34.1%, and the 

highest value of 42.7% was achieved over TZT. Hence, microemulsion and surfactant 

modification can alter the surface functionality by the attached hydrophobic groups 

and thus enhancing adsorption capacity for various organics.  

The best hydrocarbon removal efficiencies were achieved during the treatment of the 

hydrocarbon-polluted water samples with Aquacarb 207 C, and Norit GAC 1240EN 

activated carbon adsorbents, as they were able to remove 72% and 82% of hydrocar-

bons respectively. This result is in harmony with the results published by Wang and 

coworkers  (Wang and Peng, 2010) as they demonstrated that the natural zeolite dis-

plays slight adsorption of organics in aqueous solution as a result of its hydrophilic 

properties. 
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Table 18: GC analysis data for kerosene adsorption from water over raw, treated and 

microemulsified zeolitic tuff and activated carbons 

 

Sample 
Peak area of 

n-C10–C16 (pA*s) 

Conc. 

( C mg/L) 
RE (%) qe (g/g) 

Blank 60948 560.0 0.0 - 

RZT  54488 500.6 10.6 ± 5 0.15 

TZT  34908 320.7 42.7 ± 5 0.6 

µETZT  40175 369.1 34.1 ± 5 0.5 

Aquacarb 207C 16822 154.6 72.4 ± 5 1.0 

Norit GAC 1240EN 11092 101.9 81.8 ± 5 1.2 

 

Table 19 shows the examined adsorption capacities for different kinds of zeolites. It is 

worthy of mentioning that the variation in adsorption capacities for zeolites is at-

tributed to the diverse range of structure, pores structure, and surface area for each type 

of zeolite. 

Table 19: Adsorption capacities of hydrocarbons over zeolites adsorbents 

 

Zeolite Type qe (g/g) Ref. 

Na-X 0.75–0.79 (Bandura et al., 2015a) 

Zeolites X 0.37-1.33 (Sakthivel et al., 2013) 

Na-P1 1.24-1.40 (Bandura et al., 2015b) 

 

 Adsorption kinetic experiments over TZT 

Kinetic study over TZT in water/dodecane mixture and water/octane mixture was also 

carried out. The kinetics of the oil adsorption process over the dealuminated zeolitic 

tuff TZT can be described as pseudo-second-order adsorption. Table 20, in conjunction 

with Figure 37 and Figure 38, summarize the pseudo-second-order parameters for the 

adsorption of the two hydrocarbons. 
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Table 20: Kinetic parameters of pseudo 2nd models for n-octane and dodecane ad-

sorption over TZT  

Hydrocarbon 
Parameter 

Pseudo-second order model 

Octane 
k2 (min-1) qe, cal (g/g) qe , exp (g/g) 

0.70183 0.91274 0.9239 

Dodecane 
k2 (min-1) qe, cal (g/g) qe , exp (g/g) 

31.3986 0.9265 0.9269 

 

It can be observed from Table 20 that the values of the residual standard error (R2) for 

the pseudo-second-order kinetic model are higher than 0.999 for both hydrocarbons, 

and the values of qe, cal are very close to that of qe,exp, which indicates that the pseudo-

second-order kinetic model fits the adsorption of n-octane and dodecane over TZT. 

These results demonstrate that the main oil adsorption mechanism is possibly a chem-

isorption reaction. 

 

Figure 37: Effect of adsorption time on the adsorption capacity of TZT using n-oc-

tane as a model hydrocarbon. (Dosage of material= 0.5 g, Ci n-octane = 470 mg C/L, 

temperature= 25 oC) 
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Figure 38: Effect of adsorption time on the adsorption capacity of TZT using un-

decane as a model hydrocarbon. (Dosage of material= 0.5 g, Ci n- dodecane = 470 

mg C /L, temperature= 25 oC) 
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Chapter 7: Discussion of zeolite-based ad-

sorbents results 

To improve the oil adsorptive potential of zeolitic tuff as a hydrocarbon adsorbent, 

modification of the material properties of the zeolitic tuff was performed by two meth-

ods: first, dealumination of the zeolitic tuff to obtain higher Si/Al ratio and followed 

by functionalization of the particle surfaces to impart hydrophobicity. 

 Dealumination via acid leaching  

Dealumination via acidic treatment was judiciously performed, as it deserves greater 

attention among the methods used to increase the Si/Al ratio. The acidic treatment 

resulted in a reduction of 25% to 30% in the volcanic constituents (iron, aluminium, 

magnesium, calcium, and sodium oxides), as evidenced by EDX results, which showed 

a significant decrease of the aluminium content (Figure 39a). The materials thus ob-

tained are thermally stable, and their composition may be tuned by varying the acid 

concentration.  

 Microemuslification of TZT 

The treatment aimed to increase the hydrophobic properties of the external surface of 

the dealuminated zeolitic tuff, TZT, by decorating the external surface with a chain of 

hydrocarbon (to enhance their hydrophobic properties in order to increase the oil up-

take capacity from the water (Figure 39b).  
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Figure 39: Schematic depiction of zeolite crystals with hydrophobic (red) or hydro-

philic (blue) domains located at external crystal surfaces (solid lines) or internal pore 

surfaces (dashed lines) 

 

Dealumination via acid leaching  

Attention was given to the fundamental studies that have been made, especially by 

Chen and co-workers (Chen, 1976; Müller et al., 2000) and their associates, concern-

ing zeolite dealumination. Their findings have usefully guided the interpretation of 

enhanced hydrophobicity and its relation with aluminium content. Since the Si/Al ratio 

plays a vital role in the hydrophobic properties of zeolites, the impact of the change in 

the Si/Al ratio was studied (Wang and Peng, 2010). The hydrophobicity of high silica 

zeolite is attributed to the existence of =Si-O-Si=, which is truly hydrophobic (Chen, 

1976). It is also stated that if the aluminium is sequentially eliminated from the zeolite, 

then, the water molecules will no longer fill the pores of the dealuminated samples. On 

the other hand, the hydrocarbon molecules remain to fill the pores at low relative pres-

sures. Consequently, these highly siliceous zeolites are truly hydrophobic. 
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The acidic treatment of the zeolitic tuff was implemented to enhance the Si/Al ratio. 

Acidic treatment resulted in the upgrading of the Si/Al ratio from 2.5 to 15.1 due to 

the leaching of the aluminium from the lattice framework. As every Al in the frame-

work introduces a negative charge into the whole structure, therefore hydrophilic zeo-

lites have a Si/Al ratio of slightly over one, while hydrophobic zeolites have less 

amount of  aluminium, and their Si/Al ratio is above 3, in many cases up to 3000. 

Usually, the acidic activation involves three steps: removal of exchangeable cations 

(de-cationating), dealumination of the framework, and formation of amorphous sili-

con-oxygen phase (Belchinskaya et al., 2013). Figure 40 shows how the dealumination 

process takes place during the acidic treatment of RZT similarly to the dealumination 

of the clinoptilolite framework (Na, K, Ca)2-3Al3(Al, Si)2Si13O36·12H2O (Belchinskaya 

et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 40: Dealumination process of zeolites (Belchinskaya et al., 2013) 

 

According to the XRD and FTIR investigations, it can be concluded that the dealumi-

nation process changed the structure and linkages in the framework in a significant 

manner. The crystalline structure of the RZT is lost, and the amorphous structure 

formed. 

The dealumination process changes morphology, elemental composition, crystallinity, 

and, therefore, physical-chemical properties of the zeolitic tuff. As mentioned earlier, 

one of the limiting properties of natural zeolite is its relatively small surface area com-

pared to activated carbon and nanomaterials. It was reported that the BET specific 

surface area of zeolitic tuff ranges between 7.8 and 12.3 m2/g (Ghrair et al., 2009). 

Mechanical milling of zeolitic material increases the surface area up to 80 m2/g (Ghrair 

et al., 2009). The BET specific surface area of the TZT in the present study increased 

from 74 m2/g to 185 m2/g for TZT as a result of the dealumination and removing all 
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associated materials. µETZT exhibits a decrease in surface area due to the lauric and 

myristic acid deposition. 

The degree of hydrophobicity of zeolites is directly dependent on their aluminium con-

tent. If the aluminium content decreased in the zeolite, the ionic charge of zeolite lattice 

would decrease. Less ionic charge means less polarity and so less hydrophilicity/more 

hydrophobicity features. The hydrocarbon removal experiments from the kerosene-

water mixture support this concept since the removal efficiency of RZT is 10.6%, and 

it increased to 42.7% over TZT. 

It should be noted that the type of hydrocarbon and its configuration plays a dominant 

role in the behavior of the adsorption system. Within the series of the prepared zeolitic-

based adsorbents, the highest sorption capacity towards oils was observed when do-

decane -water emulsion was used as a hydrocarbon model compound. This probably 

can be endorsed to the longest chain structure of dodecane in comparison with the 

other tested hydrocarbons (Table 17). 

One possible explanation is that the treatment changed the micropores’ environment, 

and thus, kerosene molecules could not reach the adsorption sites. Therefore, it was 

proved  that the zeolite’s adsorption capacities for a straight-chain hydrocarbon like 

octane are higher than a branching-chain hydrocarbon like isooctane (Salih, 2018). For 

other model hydrocarbons, the sorption capacities of µETZT confirmed the hydropho-

bic character of µETZT. Figure 41 depicted a schematic for the interaction of the sur-

factant on the surface of the µETZT. The surface modification of the TZT by organic 

functional groups slightly contributed to a further increase in zeolite’s hydrophobicity. 
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Figure 41: Schematic showing the interaction of the surfactant on the surface of the 

µETZT 

 

The adsorption capacity of zeolitic material was compared with commercially availa-

ble activated carbon adsorbents, namely, Norit GAC 1240EN and Aquacarb 207C. The 

results revealed that the adsorption efficiency of activated carbon is about two times 

higher than that of the TZT. This result is attributed to the fact that activated carbon 

has a higher surface area (about five times higher) and exhibits a lower density than 

that of the TZT sample. Thus, better interaction between adsorbent and hydrocarbon 

spreading over the water surface can take place. For further studies, it is recommended 

to increase the concentration of acid during delaumination process and to change the 

type of surfactants used for microemulsion preparation as long chains surfactant such 

as dodecyl-dimethyl-ammonium bromide (DDDMA) will provide more sites for inter-

action with the hydrocarbon molecules (Carmody et al., 2007). 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions  

This work has shown the feasibility of preparing valuable oil adsorbents from non-

costly material such as zeolitic tuff and straightforward functionalization techniques 

such as microemulsion. 

The adsorption behaviour of modified zeolitic tuff TZT and functionalized MWCNTs 

reinforce the need to appreciate the structural and hydrophobic properties brought 

about by the reduction of the aluminium content and by functionalization via micro-

emulsion, and the effects that this kind of modification may have on oil adsorption 

capacity. Recognition of these effects might go far towards resolving several environ-

mental problems.  

The innovation of the microemulsion solved one main issue regarding MWCNTs func-

tionalization as it proved to be beneficial for producing hydrophobic adsorbent with 

keeping the high crystallinity and uniformity of MWCNTs surface and without the 

need of additional functionalization and substitution steps to install the hydrocarbon 

side chains. Another major advantage of microemulsification in comparison to other 

functionalization methods is stemming from its ability to functionalize MWCNTs 

without altering their structures. However, up to date, there are no investigations re-

ported on the adsorption of organic pollutants onto µEMWCNTs. 

Bench-scale tests were performed using synthesized adsorbents and commercial acti-

vated carbons to evaluate their hydrocarbon removal efficiency from contaminated 

water under similar experimental conditions. The classical adsorption test, which orig-

inally proposed by Muir and Bajda (Muir and Bajda, 2016), fully harmonize with other 

results obtained via other analytical techniques such as GC, TOC, and UV-Vis. Of this 

group, UV-vis is perhaps the most common method, and it showed pronounced prom-

ise for fast analysis, since it allows performing analyses, fast and precisely, with a 

lower volume of solvent compared to that used in the analyses by conventional meth-

ods. The following highlights can be concluded: 

 Microemulsification treatment proved to be a novel method for MWCNTs 

modification that combined simplicity, rapidity, low consumption of chemicals 
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and resulted in high adsorption performance. The results revealed that the ad-

sorption capacity of µEMWCNTs outperforms that of activated carbon. In the 

case of kerosene adsorption (GC analysis) the removal efficiency was in the 

following order µEMWCNTs (96%) > Chemiviron carbon (53%) > MWCNTs 

(35 %) > Norit GAC 1240EN (27%). In the case of Undecane, the adsorption 

capacity of µEMWCNTs was enhanced by 40% in comparison with 

MWCNTs. 

 The adsorption capacities of µEMWCNTs are higher than MWCNTs for all 

model hydrocarbon (adsorption capacity of µEMWCNTs are in the range of 

6.07 to 5.68; while adsorption capacity of MWCNTs is in the range of 2.48 to 

4.64). Moreover, µEMWCNTs have zero affinity to adsorb water. This result 

can be attributed to the fact that the adsorption capacity of modified adsorbent 

is more dependent on total pore volume (Davg), not on the micropore volume 

(Vmicro). After modification, a significant increase in total pore volume was de-

tected as it increased from 12.5 nm to 18.3 nm, further reduction in surface area 

and diminishing in micropore volume for µEMWCNTs were detected. In this 

regard, much attention has been given in this work to understand how the com-

position and structure of the modified adsorbent affect its ability as an oil ad-

sorbent. 

 Adding surfactant such as SLES and SAS to the oil-contaminated water (hy-

drocarbon model/water solution) helped to increase the removal efficiency. For 

example, the removal efficiency of µEMWCNTs using SLES with un-

decane/water as model hydrocarbon enhanced to reach up to 79  % while 

when SAS was used as a surfactant, the removal efficiency over the same ad-

sorbent reached up to 83 (supported by TOC analysis). Though, adding 

surfactants does not seem to influence the oil adsorption. 

 Based on the classical Westinghouse method, the hydrocarbon chain length of 

molecules is found to have a significant effect on the adsorption capacity of 

µEMWCNTs as well as hydrophobic interaction mechanisms as the effective-

ness of hydrophobic interactions increases with increasing carbon chain length. 

The adsorption capacities of µEMWCNTs as per the carbon chain length fol-

low this order: Dodecane (n-C12H26); 5.93 g/g > undecane (n-C11H24); 5.83 g/g 
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>> toluene; C7H8 5.68 g/g. this result is attributed to the fact that the modifica-

tion occurred on the surface of MWCNTs. Thus the reason behind selective 

adsorption is related to hydrocarbon chain length as a larger hydrocarbon 

chain or ring creates a nonpolar (more hydrophobic) region. This finding is in 

agreement with the published work (Ersoy and Ç elik, 2003). The adsorption 

capacity of µEMWCNTs is much higher than that of conventional activated 

carbon (AC), which reached up only to 0.109 g/g (Huang et al., 2018). 

 The kinetic studies illustrated that the pseudo-second-order model is the best-

correlating model for toluene removal over µEMWCNTs with equilibrium re-

moval capacity reaching up to 4.9 g/g with a rate constant of k2 0.00753 min-1. 

This result based on the assumption that the rate-limiting step is the chemisorp-

tion involving valency forces through sharing or exchange of electrons between 

sorbent and sorbate, thus this model provided the best correlation of the data. 

 Based on the kinetic studies over µEMWCNTs, it was observed that the ad-

sorption capacity increased with an increase in temperature from 25 to 60 ⁰C. 

The calculated 40 min adsorption capacity at 25 and 60 ⁰C were 4.81and 4.97 

g/g, respectively. The effect of changing the temperature on the equilibrium 

capacity of the µEMWCNTs is attributed to the reduction of solution viscosity 

at a higher temperature, which in turn, will increase the rate of diffusion of 

toluene across the external boundary layer and into the internal pores of the 

µEMWCNTs. 

 Toluene was chosen as a model hydrocarbon to propose an adsorption mecha-

nism. It was found that the adsorption affinity over toluene by µMWCNTs in-

creases by -C=O and aromatic π- π bonds and/or by aromatic –Ok substitution. 

This conclusion is affected by the adsorbent’s structure and the adsorbed enti-

ties.  

Regarding zeolite-based adsorbents, the ease the production of adsorbent of Jordanian 

zeolitic tuff demonstrates its suitability for hydrocarbon removal from the water sur-

face. Although the impurities present in zeolitic tuff such as phosphorus, sulphur, chlo-

rine, and manganese causes the dealumination route to be slightly more arduous than 

that of most available natural zeolites.  
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Jordanian zeolitic tuff has been dealuminated by reaction with hydrochloric acid. Si/Al 

ratio greater than 15 was obtained in a single step, without significant loss of crystal-

linity, porous volume, and thermal stability. The RZT contains mesopores and mi-

croporous pore. The latter is readily vanished by acid treatment. In general, the results 

showed that the dealuminated zeolite is comparable to the other outstanding oil adsor-

bents such as those functionalized with side chains or synthesized in isoreticular series 

with varied pore sizes, e.g., the obtained adsorption capacity of TZT is 0.6 g/g, while 

the adsorption capacity of zeolites X reached 0.37 g/g 

The characterization revealed essential properties of the RZT and the corresponding 

derived adsorbents. The features can be summarized as followed: 

 The most important effect of dealumination with concentrated acid is to re-

move framework aluminum selectively from positions close to defect’s sites 

and on the external surface area. Moreover, acid treatment passivates any 

impurities that could be present in tuffs deposits. It is expected by using the 

experimental conditions presented in this work, that the final composition 

of the zeolite can be tuned by varying the concentration of the acid; thus, 

Si/Al can be changed between 15 and 100. 

 Markedly, the acid treatments increased the surface area so that the intrinsic 

properties of the modified RZT microporous structure come into effect. The 

specific surface area of TZT is 3.5 times higher than that of RZT. The 

changes in the morphology and composition were correlated with the hy-

drocarbon adsorption capacity of the zeolitic tuff. Nevertheless, new optima 

may readily be achieved by the outlined dealumination procedure defined 

in this thesis since the degree of delamination correlates with the degree of 

zeolite hydrophobicity. 

 XRD showed a loss of crystallinity after dealumination, and this aspect is 

also corroborated by the morphology and XRF studies. The crystallinity of 

the samples was evaluated by comparison of the area of the most intense 

diffraction peak at 28 at 2θ to that of the RZT taken as 100% crystalline, 

while the reduction in peak intensity was detected for TZT. According to 

literature, not all dealumination processes resulted in this loss, and this can 

be explained by different zeolites’ origin used in each study. 
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 Average pore diameter, Davg, varied for each sample as the following order; 

μETZT (5.1 nm) > TTZ (4.6 nm) > RZT (4.5 nm). This indicates the sub-

stantial role that the mesoporous6 structure can play in adsorption capacities. 

This observation may ennoble conclusions on the sizes of adsorption sites 

deduced by altering the composition of dealuminated and microemulsified 

zeolitic tuff. 

 Thermoanalytical investigation showed that the amount of adsorbed 

organics after the microemulsion modification was 42 mg in 1000 mg 

µETZT. 

 Dealuminated zeolitic tuff exhibits a strong hydrophobic/organophilic 

character since the adsorption capacity is directly dependent on their 

aluminium content and hydrophobicity increases with an increase in the 

Si/Al ratio (with Si/Al =2.5, the  adsorption capacity of RZT for  kerosene 

is 0.15 g/g while in of the case TZT which having  Si/Al ratio of 15 the TZT 

adsorption capacity for  kerosene  reached 0.6 g/g). This result proved that 

the Si/Al ratio plays a vital role in the hydrophobic properties of zeolites. 

 

The following concluding remarks summarize the findings of using TZT and µETZTas 

hydrocarbon adsorbents: 

 The prepared zeolites based adsorbents have a higher affinity to adsorb 

straight-chain hydrocarbon than kerosene. As zeolites, in general, have the 

unique property of selectively adsorbing hydrocarbon molecules based on 

size and shape in addition to the polarity of the hydrocarbon. This result was 

proved by the classical Westinghouse method. For example, in case of 

µETZT the adsorption capacity increased as per the following order, kero-

sene (1.19 g/g) < toluene (1.39 g/g) < n-octane (1.73 g/g) < dodecane (2.16 

g/g). 

 The kerosene removal efficiency enhanced by 32% using dealuminated ZT 

instead of RZT; however, this result is still moderate in comparison with that 

                                                 

 
6 Division to micropores (up to 2 nm, diameter, or width in slit type pores), mesopores (2-50 nm) and 

macropores (>50 nm) gives a good classification 
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achieved by commercial activated carbon, which reached removal efficiency 

of 72-82%.  

 The achieved adsorption capacity of the TZT in this work in acceptance with 

the adsorption capacity of natural mineral, which generally in the range 

0.20–0.50 g/g. The adsorption capacities of kerosene were enhanced by 76% 

and 70% for TZT and μETZT, respectively. It can be concluded that the 

presence of a hydrocarbon chain on the surface of the μETZT increased the 

hydrophobic and oleophilic properties. 

 The hydrophobic functionalization of external zeolite crystallite surfaces 

can prevent liquid water from penetrating into internal void spaces; hence, 

µETZT exhibited a high removal efficiency for n-octane, which is compa-

rable to that of the activated carbon since the hydrocarbon removal reached 

up to 85 % after 60 min. This result can be attributed to the existence of tail 

groups of the surfactant on the µETZT surface. 

 The synthesized adsorbents derived from RZT showed its ability to be re-

generated, e.g., the removal efficiency of n-octane was approximately 50-

55 % for three cycles at 30 min contact time. It can be concluded that the 

removal efficiency remained as high as in the case of the fresh TZT sample. 

 The experimental data of n-octane and dodecane adsorption over TZT fitted 

well to the second-order kinetic model as the calculated values of kinetic 

parameters of pseudo-second-order models are very close to the experi-

mental one. The calculated value of equilibrium adsorption capacity (qe, cal 

) reached up to 0.91274 (g/g)  while the experimental value reached up to 

qe, exp 0.9239 (g/g). The relatively good agreement between these two values 

indicates that the adsorption fitted well with the second-order kinetic model. 

The obtained adsorbents showed strong hydrophobicity and excellent mechanical 

properties. Therefore, as concluding remark, a more extensive studies on microemul-

sion and dealumination will be able to guide efforts to fine-tune the functionalization 

of  the external and internal surfaces of  porous solids and CNTs and to induce  the   

desired changes in the adsorptive properties, which in turn, will  further improve the 

performance of these materials in oil spills remediation and open new areas for their 

application. 
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Chapter 9: New scientific findings / theses  

The new scientific results obtained during my Ph.D. research work were formulated in 

several theses as follow: 

9.1 CARBON NANOTUBE-BASED ADSORBENT 

I developed a new approach for MWCNTs functionalization via microemulsion tech-

nique. However, up to date, and to the best of my knowledge, there are no investiga-

tions reported on the adsorption of organic pollutants onto µEMWCNTs. 

 I have demonstrated another significant advantage of microemulsification 

in comparison to other functionalization methods, which stem from its abil-

ity to functionalize MWCNTs without altering their structures. This fact ev-

idenced by the results obtained by XRD as the most intensive peak for 

MWCNTs and µEMWCNTs appeared at 2  = 25.3° without loss of its in-

tensity. 

 I have confirmed that the adsorption capacities of µEMWCNTs are higher 

than MWCNTs for all model hydrocarbon (q of µEMWCNTs are in the 

range of 6.07 to 5.68; while q of MWCNTs are in the range of 2.48 to 4.64). 

Moreover, µEMWCNTs have zero affinity to adsorb water. This result can 

be attributed to the fact that the adsorption capacity of modified adsorbent 

is more dependent on total pore volume (Davg), not on the micropore volume 

(Vmicro). After modification, a significant increase in total pore volume was 

detected as it increased from 12.5 nm to 18.3 nm; further reduction in sur-

face area and diminishing in micropore volume for µEMWCNTs were de-

tected. 

 I confirmed that the pseudo-second-order model is the best-correlated model 

for toluene removal over µEMWCNTs with equilibrium removal capacity 

reaching up to 4.9 g/g with rate constant k2 0.00753 min-1. The adsorption 

capacity of µEMWCNTs is much higher than that of conventional activated 

carbon (AC), which reached up only to 0.109 g/g. 
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 Based on the kinetic studies over µEMWCNTs, I have observed that the 

adsorption capacity increased with an increase in temperature from 25 to 60 

⁰C. The calculated 40 min adsorption capacity at 25 and 60 ⁰C were 4.811 

and 4.97 g/g, respectively. The effect of changing the temperature on the 

equilibrium capacity of the µEMWCNTs is attributed to the reduction of 

solution viscosity at a higher temperature, which in turn, will increase the 

rate of diffusion of toluene across the external boundary layer and in the 

internal pores of the µEMWCNTs. 

 Regarding mechanism investigation, I have chosen toluene as a model hy-

drocarbon to propose an adsorption mechanism. I found that the adsorption 

affinity of toluene by µMWCNTs increases by -C=O and aromatic π- π 

bonds and/or by aromatic–ONa+ substitution. 

9.2 ZEOLITE-BASED ADSORBENT 

This work has shown the feasibility of preparing valuable zeolites from non-costly 

Jordanian zeolitic tuff raw material. I found that the ease the production of adsorbent 

of Jordanian zeolitic tuff demonstrates its suitability for hydrocarbon removal from 

the water surface. Although the impurities presented in RZT, such as phosphorus, 

sulfur, chlorine, and manganese, cause the dealumination route to be slightly more 

arduous than that of most available natural zeolites. The following points summarize 

the main obtained findings /theses: 

 Dealumination of RZT via acid treatment. Markedly, the acid treatments in-

creased the surface area from 74 to 185 m2/g. Moreover, the RZT microporous 

were vanished by acid treatment (Vmicro of RZT = 0.0100 cm3/g and Vmicro of 

TZT = 0.000 cm3/g). Average pore diameter, Davg, varied for each sample as 

the following order; μETZT (5.1 nm) > TTZ (4.6 nm) > RZT (4.5 nm). This 

indicates the substantial role that the mesoporous structure plays in adsorption 

capacities. This observation may ennoble conclusions on the sizes of adsorp-

tion sites deduced by altering the composition of dealuminated and microemul-

sified zeolitic tuff. 

 I proved that the Si/Al ratio plays a vital role in the hydrophobic properties of 

zeolites. Since dealuminated zeolitic tuff exhibits a strong hydrophobic/organ-

ophilic character since the adsorption capacity is directly dependent on their 
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aluminium content and hydrophobicity increase with an increase in the Si/Al 

ratio. I found that the kerosene removal efficiency enhanced by 32% using 

dealuminated ZT instead of RZT; however, this result is still moderate in com-

parison with that achieved by commercial activated carbon, which reached re-

moval efficiency of 72-82%.  The result showed that the adsorption capacity 

of RZT (Si/Al =2.5), of kerosene, is 0.15 g/g while for with TZT, which has 15 

Si/Al attained adsorption capacity of kerosene enhanced to reach 0.6 g/g. 

 I proved that the prepared zeolites-based adsorbents have a higher affinity to 

adsorb straight-chain hydrocarbons than kerosene. This result was proved by 

classical Westinghouse method, for example, in the case of µETZT the removal 

adsorption capacity increased as per the following order, kerosene (1.19 g/g) < 

toluene (1.39 g/g) < n-octane (1.73 g/g) < dodecane (2.16 g/g). Thus, the pres-

ence of a hydrocarbon chain on the surface of the μETZT increased the hydro-

phobic and oleophilic properties. I also evidenced that the hydrophobic func-

tionalization of external zeolite crystallite surfaces can prevent liquid water 

from penetrating within internal void spaces; hence, µETZT exhibited a high 

removal efficiency for n-octane, which is comparable to that of the activated 

carbon since the hydrocarbon removal reached up to 85 % after 60 min over 

µETZT. This result can be attributed to the existence of tail groups of the sur-

factant on the µETZT surface. 

 I concluded that the achieved adsorption capacity of the TZT in this work (spe-

cifically 0.6 g/g) in acceptance with the adsorption capacity of natural mineral, 

which generally in the range 0.20–0.50 g/g. The adsorption capacities of kero-

sene were enhanced by 76% and 70% for TZT and μETZT, respectively. The 

synthesized adsorbents derived from RZT showed its ability to be regenerated. 

The removal efficiency of n-octane was approximately 50-55 % for three cy-

cles at 30 min contact time. I concluded that the removal efficiency remained 

as high as in the case of the fresh TZT sample. 

 I studied different kinetics models to describe the adsorption behaviour of n-

octane and undecane over TZT. I found that the experimental data fitted well 

to the second-order kinetic model. As the calculated values of kinetic parame-

ters of pseudo, second models are very close to experimental one; e.g., in the 

case of n-octane, calculated adsorption capacity (qe, cal) reached up to 0.91274 
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g/g while the experimental value reached up to (qe, exp) 0.9239 g/g. These two 

numbers are in good agreement. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A 

Title change in toluene removal efficiency  

Table 21: The change in toluene removal efficiency of over µEMWCNTs in the func-

tion of contact time 

Time RE. % cf (mg/l) qt  t/q t0.5 ln(qe-qt) 

0 0 500 0 0 0  

10 54.23 228.85 2.71 3.68 3.16 4.56 

20 79 105 3.95 5.06 4.47 4.55 

30 90 50 4.5 6.66 5.47 4.54 

40 94 30 4.7 8.51 6.32 4.54 

50 96.22 18.9 4.81 10.39 7.07 4.54 

60 98.89 5.55 4.94 12.13 7.74 4.54 

90 98.94 5.3 4.94 18.19 9.48 4.54 

120 98.95 5.25 4.94 24.25 10.95 4.54 

 

Table 22: The change in toluene removal efficiency of over MWCNTs in the function 

of contact time 

Time RE. % cf (mg/l) qt  t/q t0.5 ln(qe-qt) 

0.00 0.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.49 

10.00 28.00 360.00 1.40 7.14 3.16 1.11 

20.00 58.00 210.00 2.90 6.90 4.47 0.43 

30.00 77.00 115.00 3.85 7.79 5.48 -0.52 

40.00 79.00 105.00 3.95 10.13 6.32 -0.70 

50.00 80.10 99.50 4.01 12.48 7.07 -0.82 

60.00 80.90 95.50 4.05 14.83 7.75 -0.92 

90.00 80.90 95.50 4.05 22.25 9.49 -0.92 

120.00 88.89 55.55 4.44 27.00 10.95 - 
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Appendix B 

Calculations of microemulsion amount attached on each adsorbent 

Table 23: Densities of microemulsion components 

 

Material v% Density g/cm3 

Coconut oil 10 0.925 

Isoamyl alcohol 40 0.81 

n-octane 25 0.703 

Water 25 0.998 

 

The density of the microemulsion mixture is given by the following equation: 

𝜌 =
𝜌1𝑣1 + 𝜌2𝑣2 + 𝜌3𝑣3 + ⋯

𝑣1 + 𝑣2 + 𝑣3 + ⋯
 

Where v1, v2, v3 … represent the volumes of substances of densities ρ1, ρ2, ρ3  in the 

mixture. The calculated density for microemulsion mixture was found as follow: 

ρ of microemulsion=0.84175 g/cm3  

B.1 µEMWCNTS MICROEMULSION MASS CALCULATIONS 

Density of MWCNTs=1.4 g/cm3 

Occupied volume after microemulsion= 0.0069 cm3/g, per gram = 0.0069 cm3. For 1 

g adsorbent, the volume of attached hydrocarbon chain from microemulsion is 

0.00116 m3 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 0.84175
g

𝑐𝑚3
× 0.0069 c𝑚3 

Mass=0.0058 g 
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B.1 µETZT MICROEMULSION MASS CALCULATIONS 

Occupied volume after microemulsion= 0.0100 cm3/g, per 1 gram of adsorbent = 

0.0100 cm3 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 0.84175
g

𝑐𝑚3
× 0.0100c𝑚3 

Mass=0.0084 g 




